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ANTENN-GINEERED BY 

4D 
$.95 

LIST 

VHF/UHF 

All channels 
Maximum adjustments 
Gold tone, diamond embossed 
aluminum halo element and 
phasing disc 
Heavy duty, topl-pruf base 

AMAZING 

NEW ®irectronic` 
HALO ELEMENT 

& PHASING DISC 
Independently operated for 
maximum orientation 

Oirc!ctronic 

Directronic 6 -Position BEAM SELECTOR 
GIVES CLEAREST PIX ON EVERY CHANNEL 

5' "Air -Core" Tri -Tube Transmission Line NO 

Aids in Impedance Matching, Ghost Elimination, Orientation 

INDOOR W ANTENNA 

HALO ELEMENT & PHASING DISC INDEPENDENTLY OPERATED FOR MAXIMUM ORIENTATION 

2akt 

-rJ 
{ 

SNYDER MFG. CO., PHILADELPHIA 40, U.S.A. BELLEVUE TUBE MILL, INC., PHILADELPHIA 
SNYDER ANTENN-GINEERS LTD., TORONTO 14, CANADA WORLD EXPORT: ROBURN AGENCIES, INC., N.Y. 
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HOW TO WIN 
To win one of these 503 prizes all you 

have to do is complete in 25 words or less 
"I like Pyramid capacitors because 
You fill in this statement on a Pyramid con- 
test entry blank which can be obtained from 
any electronic parts jobber selling Pyramid 
capacitors. You have this entry blank coun- 
tersigned by your jobber or one of his sales- 
men and forward it to us attached to a 
Pyramid Dry Electrolytic Capacitor box top 
-the top being the part which carries the 
description of the item. There is no limit to 
the number of entries which you may make 
in this contest but each entry must be accom- 
panied by a box top. Full rules for the con- 
test appear on the entry blank. 

It's so easy. Here is the kind of statement 
that might win: 

"I like Pyramid capacitors because they 
always check out perfectly and don't deteri- 
orate and so I know I won't have to call 
back at my expense." 

"I like Pyramid capacitors because the line 
is so complete that I can always get what 
I need and don't have to worry about an 
off -brand capacitor." 

IN PRIZES PYRAMID 

... earú2 uri)r 

PRIZES! 
rr sprize 

$500 - 2nd pr:ze, $100 - 3rd prize 
100 - $10 prizes, 400 - $5 prizes 

PYRAMID FEATURES: 

O Only one quality-the best at no pre- 
mium. All Pyramid capacitors are made 

of materials commanded by rigid military 
specifications. 

O All Pyramid capacitors are non -hygro- 
scopic. 

O Highest quality insulator material used 
in all production results in low leakage 

factor. 

O Exclusive non -contamination technique 
guarantees close tolerances and no de- 

terioration. Peak performances for life. 

O Pyramid capacitors operate unchanged 
at ambient temperature of 85° centi- 

grade. 

O Designed by service technicians across 
the country for their requirements. 

O Individually packaged for protection. 

O Permanently legible, high visibility rat- 
ings on each item. 
100% absolute electronic inspection be- 
fore shipment. 
Pyramid is in its 10th year as a leading 
manufacturer of high -quality capacitors. 

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1445 HUDSON BOULEVARD 

NORTH BERGEN, N. J. 
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MORE DEALERS 
ARE INSTALLING 

CHANNEL MASTER'S 

CHAMPION 
THAN ANY OTHER 

ANTENNA IN 
TELEVISION HISTORY! 

All -channel reception: VHF & UHF 

HORIZONTAL POLAR PATTERNS 
(Relative Voltage) 

O 27 

Gain 
(above tuned reference dipole) 

s` 

model no. 
325-2 

ONLY THE CHAMPION enjoys this overwhelming acceptance: 
over 300,000 already sold! 

ONLY THE CHAMPION is powered by the unique "Tri -Pole," the 
triple -powered dipole system that provides fabulous VHF -UHF fringe area 
performance. 100% aluminum; rugged, exclusive alloy. Installs in a flash! 

ONLY THE CHAMPION gives you this four -star promotion program: 

* FREE newspaper ads FREE TV film commercials 
* FREE colorful display material FREE consumer literature 

See your Channel Master distributor for full details. 

The antenna America knows best! 
Introduced to millions through the editorial pages of their favorite 

magazines and newspapers, and on TV. 

DON'T BE MISLED BY ''LOOK-ALIKES" . . . 

THERE'S ONLY ONE REAL CHAMPION! 

Model no. 325. Single bay; Model no. 325-4, Four bay; Model no. 325-6, Super Champ 

,o,ssiMt,G 

._ CHANNEL MASTER CORP, I L I [ N y l l ( l, N. Y. 

s 
4111111110~ 

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Television Antennas Copyright 1954 Channel Master Corp. 

the 
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GENERAL NSTR UME 

OW with the 
fiwafíoirnI NEW 
TYNNG 
ELEM ENT 

This improved design has been developed 
from the UHF tuner built by General 
Instrument and successfully incorporated in 
many of the products of leading TV set 
manufacturers during the past season. 
Use of a fundamental frequency oscillator 
results in vastly improved design for the 
UHF tuning element-simpler construction- 
greatly im proved signal to noise ratio! 

FIRST... in side -by -side tests! 

Jobbers: -some choice territories still remain open. 
Write for details. 

General Instrument & Appliance 
CORPORATION 

Subsidiary of GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 829 Newark Avenue Elizabeih 3, N. J. 
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PLEASE ANSWER OUR QUESTIONNAIRE PROMPTLY! 

EVERY ONE of the 66,000 individuals to whom 
"Service Dealer" is now sent monthly -44,000 

paid and 22,000 free subscribers-has received or 

soon will receive from our circulation manager a 

Questionnaire Form Letter. Simple, non -confiden- 
tial questions are asked, and your prompt coopera- 
tion is requested. Frankly, to get your attention 
and quick response, our form letter starts with 
what advertising men call a "shock heading" that 
states: "This is your plate-we hate to destroy it!" 

It goes without saying, we won't kill a paid -up 
subscriber's stencil until the subscription actually 
expires, merely because that reader fails to answer 
our questionnaire, even though some readers did 
get that impression. But, as it is for the subscriber's 
benefit too, and costs him no more than a few sec- 

onds' time to respond-we ask for your indulgence 
... send us your filled -in job survey reply at once 
after you get it. 

The survey in question is costing us thousands 
of dollars. But there are very sound reasons for 
such an outlay. We are not merely curious or 
"snoopy" about our readers and the nature of their 
work. We are not trying to pry into our readers' 
privacy or business secrets. Obviously, a technical 
publication can render greater service to its read- 
ership-plan and publish better text-when it 
knows beforehand just what kind of problems are 
paramount, just what kind of work is being done 
by its readers. Remember - servicing today is 
simple compared to what it will be in the months 
ahead. 

You all know, by now, that it is the declared 
policy of this magazine to send a copy every month 
to the owner or operator of every firm in the 
U.S.A. that is engaged full time in doing radio -TV 
and electronics service work. Many firm names on 
our lists were obtained from reliable sources such 
as Parts Distributors or Classified Business Di- 
rectories. In some cases we did not obtain the firm 
owner's name-in some cases we got the owner's 
name, but not his firm's name. So, your reply to 
our Questionnaire will enable us to recheck our 
mailing lists, eliminate duplications, and make 
certain we have not inadvertently omitted a firm 
or person who might otherwise be entitled to re- 
ceive "Service Dealer." 

We assure you all that the information you send 
us is kept in strict confidence and is verified 

by S. R. COWAN 
PUBLISHER 

solely by the certified auditors who periodically 
examine our files for the auditing bureau which 
we, and many other leading publications, are mem- 
bers of. Furthermore, every two years hence we 
will again make such a readership survey and we 
trust that your cooperation will be forthcoming 
so that "Service Dealer" can continue to provide 
you with the type of text most suitable for your 
job interests. 

STARTING OUR 15TH YEAR 

r rim ISSUE celebrates "Service Dealer's" 15th 
1 year of existence and the 25th consecutive 

year that I personally have been privileged to 
be associated with a technical magazine devoted 
to radio servicemen. I and thousands of my service- 
men friends have gotten grey-haired of late. (Some 
of you got bald instead, but that's only incidental) . 

The passing years have afforded us all a certain 
amount of trial and tribulation. Had we softer 
guts, weaker hearts, less determination, or a keener 
desire for money alone, most of us would have de- 
serted servicing as a business long ago. Instead 
most of us look with anticipation at the challenge 
that lies ahead. No longer are 5 -tube superhets or 
TRF'ers, that can be "sniffed and tapped" for a 
solution, our big problems. We've almost licked 
UHF. Soon, in perhaps another year, it will be 
commonplace for us to ponder which of the 46 
tubes, 322 capacitors, 276 resistors or 40 -odd po- 
tentiometers are "sour" in the average color TV 
set that will confront us daily. 

By the same token, no longer will free installa- 
tions, free estimates, or 1 -buck service fees be the 
order of the day, especially when color TV arrives. 
The new complex circuitry of electronic apparatus 
including television and 2 -way communications de- 
vices will in due time weed out the non-compe- 
tents. But even as this is written, the design engi- 
neers and manufacturers themselves are stumped 
by their brain children. They simply cannot yet 
produce on a mass price basis such things as color 
TV sets, so, we still have time-a stopgap period 
in which to keep abreast of them. But I assure you, 
this magazine will deal with realities rather than 
fancy, for we have no desire to publish a lot of 
bunk merely to fill up space. Start saving your 
money too. Soon, if you want to service color TV 
sets, you'll need a Dot Generator. These instru- 
ments are in the $150.00 price range. 
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SERVICE MEN LIKE TO USE 

TUNG-SOL TUBES 

Tung -Sol business practices are on the same 
high level with Tung -Sol Tube quality-and 
service men have always profited from both. 
It pays to use Tung -Sol Tubes. 

TUNG-SOLc 
dependable 

PICTURE TUBES 

8A01IEYfMfd7 
YEARS 

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. 

Soles Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Columbus, 
Culver City ¡Los Angeles), Dallas, Denver, 
Detroit, Newark, Seattle. 

Trade 
Flashes 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. has developed a manu- 
facturing process that is said to increase greatly the stability 
and life of germanium diodes. The process will make pos- 
sible the use of diodes, which convert an alternating current 
into a direct one and also are used to detect radio signals, 
in electronic equipment which require extreme stability. 

The process, according to James J. Sutherland, General 
Manager of Sylvania's Electronics Division, produces ger- 
manium with a molecularly stable surface. The rectifying 
action of a germanium diode is accomplished by a barrier 
which is formed at the time the diode is made and gives it 
the desired characteristics. Diodes made in the past have 
occasionally developed a second barrier on the surface of 
the germanium. This unwanted barrier is electrically op- 
posed to the original one which results in unstable operation. 

Sylvania has also announced it has developed transistors 
that have complete stability as well as germanium -silicon 
alloys that will permit transistors to operate effectively at 
high heat levels. 

CBS-Hytron has announced the winners in its nationwide 
Certified Quality Service contest for radio and television 
service -dealers. 

A Mattapan, Mass., dealer won the top award, a Ford 
panel truck. He is Martin H. Sable, 29, owner of Mattapan 
Television, Mattapan, Mass. Other winners were: Second 
prize of $1,000 in U. S. Savings Bonds-Richard E. Reish of 
Dick's Sales & Service, Marcellus, Mich. Third prize of $600 
in Savings Bonds-George W. Gleason, of Gleason Radio & 

Television, Wheat Ridge, Colo. Seven other service -dealers 
were awarded Savings Bond prizes ranging from $500 to 
$25. In addition, distributor salesmen who helped the 
winners with their contest entries received Savings Bond 
prizes ranging from $750 to $25. 

The contest, which closed December 15, 1953, involved 
completion in 25 words or less the sentence "I like the CBS- 
Hytron Certified Quality Service plan because ....' . 

A color television service training clinic is currently under- 
way at CBS -Columbia plant in Long Island City, N. Y. 

Electronic components necessary for the operation of home 
color TV receivers have been announced as commercial prod- 
ucts by the RCA Tube Department. 

The components, designed for the 15 -inch tricolor kine- 
scope, include: 

Deflecting yoke (RCA -223D1) 
Horizontal -output and high -voltage transformer (RCA - 

240T1 ) 
Vertical dynamic -converging and dynamic -focusing trans- 

former (RCA -241T1) 
Ilorizontal dynamic -converging and dynamic -focusing 

transformer (RCA -242T1) 
Vertical -deflection -output transformer (,11C.\-243TI ) 
Purifying coil, beam -positioning magnet,. ,uul neck -shield 

assembly (RCA -224D1) 
Vertical isolation inductor (RCA-219RI) 
A new plan to provide additional financial assistance 

for retail dealers, and thus enable them to increase sales 
of consumer products, has been approved by the board of 
directors of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 

Gwilym A. Price, president, said Westinghouse will or- 
ganize a credit corporation, a wholly -owned subsidiary to 
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be capitalized at $10,000,000, "to help Westinghouse ap- 

pliance and radio -television dealers obtain inventory and 

retail sales financing assistance in areas where credit fa- 

cilities are inadequate." 
The new organization will supplement, not replace, the 

six -year old Westinghouse Equity Plan, under which more 

than 4,500 banks and credit agencies are providing local 

financing for Westinghouse dealers, Mr. Price emphasized. 

Cash awards totalling $10,000 were distributed recently 

to the prize winners of the Transistor Application contest 

conducted by RAYTHEON. Pre,entation to the top four 

prize winners was made by John A. Hickey of the Receiving 

Tube Division in ceremonies held in Philadelphia, Washing- 
ton and Los Angeles. 

First prize of $5,000, in the nation-wide contest, was won 

by Mr. Robert T. Bayne of Los Angeles, California for his 

design of an Audio Frequency Meter employing two RAY- 

THEON CK722 transistors and four RAYTHEON CK705 
germanium diodes. Second prize of $2,000 was awarded to 

Mr. Peter G. Sulzer of Kensington, Maryland for his entry 

of a Transistorized Audio Frequency and Voltage Standard. 
Mr. G. Franklin Montgomery of Bethesda, Maryland and 

Lt. Robert Perkins, a navy Dental Officer, were awarded 
$1,000 and $500 respectively for third and fourth prizes. 

Montgomery's entry was a General Purpose AC -DC Volt- 

meter employing transistors while Lt. Perkins received his 

award for his entry of a Vitalometer, a device for measuring 
the condition of tooth pulp, thus indicating the possibility of 

decay. Additional awards of $100 each are currently being 
made to the remaining 13 contest winners. 

A design patent has been granted by the United States 
Patent Office to Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corpora- 
tion for the Emerson "Pocket Radio", the world's smallest 
portable, which was introduced last July incorporating rev- 

olutionary advances in design, it has been announced by 

Dorman D. Israel, the company's Executive Vice President. 
The inventors are Mr. Israel, Arthur C. Germer and Ken- 
neth E. E. James. 

Until such time as Emerson Radio and Phonograph Cor- 

poration is convinced that an investment in a color receiver 
will give the consumer maximum satisfaction, the company 
will lease rather than sell its color sets to the public, it has 

been announced by Benjamin Abrams, Emerson's President, 
in a letter sent to all of its distributors. Emerson's President 

pointed out that the color receivers now being produced in 

limited quantities, incorporating a picture tube capable of 
presenting the equivalent of a 121/2 -inch picture, are already 
potentially obsolete. He added that the 19 -inch picture tube 
expected to be available in the last quarter of this year "will 
be more in line with the public's taste for picture size." He 

also expects that color programming will be more frequent 
towards the end of 1954. 

A nationwide program of color television service training 
meetings has been launched by the General Electric Co. in 
Detroit, Michigan. W. L. Parkinson, product service mana- 
ger of the company's radio and television department here, 
said the program will be continued until meetings have been 
held in every market area in the country. 

Invitations to attend the meetings will be extended by 
G -E distributors to their own service people and to service 
personnel of G -E dealers. However, where facilities permit, 
invitations will be extended to the entire service fraternity 
in that area. 

The initial session, of four hours duration, was held at the 
Detroit Edison Auditorium. An estimated 800 television 
servicemen attended. 

[Continued on page 58] 

CUSTOMERS LIKE SERVICE MEN 

WHO USE TUNG-SOL TUBES 

Tung -Sol hi -performance tube quality is a de- 
pendable safeguard against call-backs that 
cut into service work profits. Keep that in mind 

and remember-it pays to use Tung -Sol 

Tubes. 

TUNG-SOL® 
dependable 

TUBES -DIAL LAMPS 
TUNG-SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam 

Lamps, Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, 

Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Pur- 

pose Electron Tube's and Semiconductor 
Products. 
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WIDE BAND -HIGH SENSITIVITY 

VERT 
'Om 

3.58 MC 
COLOR 
BURST 

2,471 

HOP 
tN/UT 

STNCNNO{P. 
9I ttT CONTROL 

THE '54 MODEL CRO-2 

BEST FOR 

ygtf3. ->NN 2 

You are lucky if you own a CRO-2 
.018 RMS volts per inch ... l db to 4.5 MC. 

Color receiver manufacturers say an oscilloscope must have 
wide band amplifiers flat within 1 db to 4.2 MC or better. 

REMEMBER -"SERVICE ENGINEERED" 
Jackson is the world's largest and oldest manufacturer of 
high sensitivity -wide band oscilloscopes for the television_ 
industry. 

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
18 S. Patterson Blvd., Dayton 2, Ohio 
In Canada: The Canadian Marconi Co. 

"SERVICE ENGINEERED" TEST EQUIPMENT 

ASS 
NEWS 

LIETA 

LIETA reports interesting activities 
including business meetings, a coopera- 
tive advertising program, color -tv class- 
es, and new business ventures on Long 
Island. New officers are: Jack Duggan, 
Director of Technical Information; Cliff 
Hults, Chairman, Technical Commit- 
tee; Harry Shulman, Chairman, Co -Op 
Advertising Committee and Member, 
Executive Committee; William L. Mc- 
Kelvey, Member of Board of Directors 
and business Manager; LIETA News; 
George S. Oakford, Chairman, Mem- 
bership Committee and member, Ex- 
ecutive Committee; Henry J. McMon- 
igle, Chairman, Entertainment Com- 
mittee; William A. Cuffev . Chairman, 
Employment Committee; Don Eaves, 
Honorary Member. 

.CRTSA 

The Council of Radio and Television 
Service Associations which includes Al- 
lied Television Technicians Service As- 
sociations of South Jersey, Northeast 
TV Service Dealers Association, Phila- 
delphia Radio Service Men's Associa- 
tion, TV Service Dealers Association of 
Delaware County, TV Contractors As- 
sociation, and TV Service Dealers As- 
sociations of Philadelphia, is sponsoring 
the first Color Symposium in this area 
on April 2, 3, and 4th. Local parts dis- 
tributors are cooperating in the three 
day event at the Bellevue Stratford 
Hotel. The council's membership and 
other service technicians and service 
shop owners in the region are expected 
to attend. The Color Symposium fea- 
tures technical papers and demonstra- 
tions by the nation's leading electronic 
engineers and lecturers. In addition, 
many exhibits of color test equipment, 
component parts, and tubes used in 
color TV will be set up. Actual color 
programs for viewing are planned. To 
assure a fully rounded program, other 
subjects and demonstrations cover prob- 
lems in UHF -VHF, hi-fi, tape record- 
ers, transistors, business management, 
etc. 

PRSMA 

An article in a recent issue of the 
PRSMA News discusses the Pennsyl- 
vania Consumers Sales and Use Taxes, 
and tackle the problems of (1) the 
taxability of repair work; and (2) the 

[Continued on page 30] 
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arelD'PS 
The complete rugged service line of vibrators that has 

dominated the field for years. Exclusive design plus 

controlled manufacture guarantees long -life perform- 

ance! Built to "take it", they work under the most 

adverse conditions. You too will agree RADIART 

VIBRATORS are the STANDARD of COMPARISON! 

the Complete 
eplacemeit Line 

THE RADIART CORPORATION 
CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 

TV ANTENNAS AUTO AERIALS VIBRATORS ROTORS POWER SUPPLIES 
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Your Own Portable !TV Station" 
For Receiver Adjustment 

rir4 PHILCO 
TELEVISION PATTERN GENERATOR 

DEVELOPS BOTH RF 

AND VIDEO OUTPUT 
___-ú------- 

GrHERATOR 

_--------`r 
._-------- - 

PHILCO MODEL S-8200 3" OSCILLOSCOPE 
A sensitive, portable unit adapt- 
able to either bench or field 
service. VERTICAL AMPLI- 
FIER: DC coupled, Sensitivity - 
0.05V rms/inch. Frequency 
Response -0-1 mc/s within 
6DB. DC coupled Vert. Amplifier 
circuits and low capacity probes 
facilitate video circuit trouble 
shooting. Built-in voltage cali- 
brator permits use as high sensi- 
tivity vacuum tube voltmeter. 
HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER: 
Sensitivity -0.5V rms/inch. Fre- 
quency Response -10 cps to 125 
KC/s within 6DB. Sweep Circuit 
Frequency - Variable 15 to 
30,000 cps ... preset frequen- 
cies at vertical and horizontal 
sweep rates. 

PHILCOy 

U QUALITY 

i4%a , V 

A Must for Areas Where 
Continuous Station Broadcasts 
are Not Available 
Now use the dot and line patterns from the new 
PHILCO Model G-8005 to check linearity, focus, 
astigmatism, blooming and high voltage regula- 
tion. Trouble shoot receivers on any channel, 2 

through 6, or with video output. The PHILCO 
G-8005 Television Pattern Generator is an 
instrument especially adapted for service work 
... designed to save you time. 

Look at These Philco 
1. Provides new white dot 
pattern and either white or 
black vertical lines for all 
cathode ray tube circuits. 

2. Easy to operate: connect 
Pattern Generator output 
to TV set. Select proper test 
pattern. Accurately check 
both the vertical and hori- 
zontal sweep circuit 
performance. 

Features .. . 

3. External Sync. Jack im- 
proves stabilization in many 
special cases. Provides wide 
range operation. 

4. A custom type instrument 
with new and novel circuits 
designed to reduce service 
time in both laboratories 
and service shops. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR PHIL CO DISTRIBUTOR 

ON A NEW SPECIAL PAYMENT PLAN 

A CCES/syR Take advantage of the 

Program"Esn 

lI3ilcü Receiving Tubes PRuFfTParts 

and Access1MGr'R°tJ 

SHARE and PROFIT 

Accessories 
NOW AT YOUR PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR 
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Do you have a vexing problem pertaining to the repair of 

some TV set? If so, send it in to the Answer Man, care of 

this magazine. All inquiries acknowledged and answered. 

Philco Model 48-1001: 
Pix Brightness 

Dear Answer Man: 

I have on the bench a Philco Model 
48-1001. The brightness control fails 
to reduce the intensity of the brilliancy 
on the screen which remains at maxi- 
mum all the time regardless of the po- 
sition of the control. 

I have checked all the voltages and 
resistances with my 20,000 ohm -per - 
volt -meter around the picture tube 
socket and everything is normal and 
checks with published information. The 
brilliancy control changes the voltage 
on the cathode as specified. 

Also, I took resistance measurements 
on the picture tube pins corresponding 
to grid and cathode, and no reading 
(infinity) is registered on the meter. I 

still suspect the picture tube. I have 
also checked components in the cathode 
circuit of the picture tube. 

Can you offer any suggestions? 
O. B. 
New York City 

P.S. In my past experience with this 
trouble I found that a 30 megohm 
leakage between grid and cathode 
caused this trouble but at the same 
time altered the grid voltage which in 
this new case I have is normal as other 
voltages are. 

Dear O. B.: 

In regard to the problem of the Phil - 
co Model 48-1001 the fault is with 
picture tube, as you suspect. 

If you will check between the cathode 
and filament of the picture tube you 
will find that you are able to read a 

Fig. I-Full or partial short between 
cathode and filament of picture tube 
affects brightness control action. 

Fig. 2-Use of separate filament 
transformer enables continued use of 
shorted picture tube (no DC return). 

definite, low resistance or perhaps even 
a direct short (zero resistance). This 
internal short between the cathode and 

filament grounds the positive cathode 
voltage at the filament ground connec- 
tion (pin 11) and therefore no varia- 

tion of cathode voltage with the bright- 
ness control is possible. See Fig. 1. 

If the picture tube provides an other- 

wise normal picture it probably would 
be desirable to obtain a separate fila- 

ment transformer, 117 to 6.3 volts, so 

as to obtain filament voltage for the pic- 

ture tube only. This will permit the 

use of the picture tube even though the 
short still exists between cathode and 
filament. The internal short in the tube 
cannot prevent control of the cathode 
voltage by the background control as 

with the separate filament transformer 
there is no return dc path from the 

filament of the picture. See Fig. 2. 

Yagi Antennas on New Channels 

Dear Answer Man: 

In my locality Channel 4 is changing 
to Channel 6 and also increasing their 
power. I am about 25 miles from the 

transmitter and the most widely used 
antenna here is the 4-5 element "yagi" 
type cut for Channel 4. 

Should these antennas bring in Chan- 
nel 6 satisfactorily or will they have to 

be cut down? What frequency in the 

6 mac bandwidth is used in determining 
the length of the driving element of 

these antennas? 
Why is it that although all of these 

antennas are made for Channel 4, some 

manufacturers have the dipoles a differ- 

ent length, also the spacing between the 
directors and reflectors differs with 
different makes? 

We are to get two UHF channels 
shortly which will require a lot of con- 

version to be done. 
Do you recommend converters or 

tuner strips in secondary areas? Is it 

true that converters should give better 
reception because they have one stage 
of rf amplification? 

Is the presence of selenium rectifiers 
in a set an indication that the set has 
a series filament circuit? 

E. J. S. 
Athens, N. Y. 

Dear E. J. S.: 

It is very likely that the existing 
Yagi antennas will bring in Channel 
#6 with satisfactory results. Channel 
e6 frequencies are close enough to the 
frequency for which the Yagi antenna 
was cut to give reasonably good re- 

ception particularly since the wave - 
[Continued on page 14] 
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Fig. I-When a signal is applied to 
the input terminals of an AC scope, 
only the AC voltage in the signal ap- 
pears on the scope screen. Any DC 
voltage which may be present is e.im- 
inated by the AC scope circuits. The 
resting position of the scope trace 
shows the AC zero -volt level. The AC 
signal voltage distributes itself with 
equal positive and negative areas 
above and below the AC zero -volt 
level. The zero -volt level is the rest- 
ing position of the scope trace. 

Fig. 2-When a signal is applied to 
the input terminals of a DC scope, 
both the AC voltage and the DC volt- 
age in the signal appear on the scope 
screen. The DC voltage is indicated 
by the distance which the pattern 
rises above the DC zero -volt level. The 
DC zero -volt level is indicated by the 
resting position of the scope trace. 
DC information on the scope reveals 
much valuable servicing data. 

Fig. 3-The output from a signal gen- 
erator may become distorted when 
the instrument is operating incorrect- 
ly, as shown in the illustration. The 
output from the generator can be 
applied directly to the vertical -input 
terminals of the scope, provided the 
output frequency from the generator 
is low enough to be accommodated 
by the vertical amplifier of the scope. 

TV 

INSTRUMENT 

CLINIC 

PART 1 

Based on CHALLENGE 
CLINIC demonstrations, this 

new series will discuss many 

of the problems raised by 

service technicians. 

by ROBERT G. M IDDLETON 
Field Engineer, 

Simpson Electric Co. 

C) 

O. 

\Vhat are some of the advantages of 
a de scope in TV service work? 

The two photos shown in rigs. I 

nizd 2 illustrate several advantages 
of a de scope, as compared with an 

(le scope. These photos were made 
by double exposure, to show the po- 
sition of the signal with respect to 
the zero volt level (resting posi- 
tion) of the scope trace. 

Is a de scope also useful in com- 
bination with a demodulator probe? 

More information is provided by the 
de scope, whether or not a demodu- 
lator probe is used. Fig. 2 was ob- 
tained by application of a crystal 
demodulator probe and de scope in 
the signal circuits of an intercarrier 
receiver. 

Crzzztiiiucd sir paye 621 

GC 
IN 34 

.00 i300 

Fig. 5-A crystal demodulator probe 
designed to provide good reproduc- 
tion of the envelopes of modulated 
waves. 

,-.,y z,x,, Ebrrrir t'_ 

Fig. 4-When it is desired to check 
the modulation percentage and wave - 
shape on the higher bands of the 
generator, a demodulator probe is 
utilized. The shape of the wave shows 
whether the modulation envelope is 
sinusoidal or distorted, and the op- 
erator can determine the percentage 
of modulation by observing how far 
the pattern rises above the zero -volt 
level on the screen of a DC scope. 
This is only one of the many applica- 
tions of a DC scope. 

Fig. 6-When the probe shown in 
Fig. 5 was used to test the modulated 
output from a good -quality service 
generator, the pattern illustrated 
here appeared on the scope screen. 
When a DC scope is used, the per- 
centage modulation of the output 
can also be checked. The probe il- 
lustrated in circuit form in Fig. 5 can 
easily be constructed with the parts 
shown. 

Fig. 7-This is the same type of dis- 
play as seen in Fig. 2, but with a high 
noise level present. It should be rec- 
ognized that the waveshapes and 
peak -to -peak signal -voltage data 
provided in receiver service manuals 
may be useless in fringe areas. In 
such case, the technician must rely 
almost entirely upon his generators 
for tests of signal circuits. 
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To build a 
t1 service 

business 

NEW WALSCO CLEAN-O- MATIC ... 
Covers contacts on "Standard Coil" tuners and 
keeps them clean, silent, oxidation -free. Very 
easy to install. Tube of "Tunerlub" and crocus 
cloth included. 
Cat. No. 1200 $1.50 net 

NEW WALSCO REEL -EASY 

Portable wire reel holder. Light, durable, com- 
pact-weighs only 11/2 lbs. Handy to carry, easy 
to dispense lead-in wires. Eliminates tangled 
cables. 
Cat. No. 503 $3.60 net 

NEW WALSCO VIEW BINS 

Keeps small parts handy, sorted, visible and 
dust -free. Sturdy, tilt -type, spill -proof drawers 
reveal contents. No hidden corners. Silver ham- 
rnertone finish. Welded steel. 
Cat. No. 1010-6 bin $4.95 net 
Cat. No. 1010-12 bin 9.50 net 
Cat. No. 1010-24 bin 16.95 net 

NEW WALSCO TOOLS 

New I.F. alignment tool for all UHF RCA, Zenith 
and other sets. 
Cat. No. 2527 $0.42 net 

"Slug Saver" front end a'ignment tool for all 
"Standard Coil" tuners. Impossible to lose slugs 
with this patented tool. 
Cat. No. 2528 $0.63 net 

Solder -ease tool. Bristles cf brush and prongs of 
stainless steel. Solder will not stick. 
Cat. No. 2529 $0.99 net 

YOU NEED THESE & NEW. 

SERVICE ITEMS 

MEN WALSCO FEED-THRU BUSHING 

Briig antenna cables into the house the profes- 
fimal way. This bushing fits all lead-in and rota- 
tor cables. Terminate "open line" outside... 
briig flat line through bushing to set. Fits walls 
up to 16". Requires 3/4" hole. 
Ca'. No. 1551 $1.17 net 

NEW WALSCO GUY-TITE 

Tighten guy wires faster and better with thr 

new Walsco tool. Does the job of a turnbuckle a' 

a fraction of its cost. 
Cat. No. 1568 Box of 100 
Cat. No. 1566 Tool and 18 tites 

$3.60 net 
4.95 net 

3602 Crenshaw Blvd. Loy Angeles 16, Cali-. 

Canadian Factory Distributor: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560,(ing S.. West, Toronto Z.3. 
DVerseas Distributor: Ad Auriema, Inc., 89 Broad St., New York 4. N.Y. 
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INSURE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION .. . 

H MII T JE® 

WIRE -WOUND 

RESISTORS 

Provide 

°" EXTRA 
MARGIN 

Of SAFETY 

One replacement resistor that doesn't hold up can cause a faulty 
repair job ... and one faulty repair job can cost you one good 
customer. For your higher wattage replacement needs, the most 
dependable resistors you can buy are OHM ITE wire -wound resis- 
tors. They provide an extra margin of safety that puts your mind 
at ease, and helps you build confidence among your customers. 
OHMITE vitreous -enameled resistors have all -welded construction 
for greater reliability. Brow Devil resistors are available in 5, 10, 

and 20 -watt sizes, 0.4 to 100,000 ohms. Other fixed resistors to 200 
watts. Dividohm adjustable resistors, useful as voltage dividers, 
available in sizes from 10 to 200 watts, and 1 to 100.000 ohms. 

- Order a supply, today. 

OHMITE 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

3640 Howard St., Skokie, Illinois 
(Suburb of Chicago) 

Be Right With 

Write for 
Stock 

Catalog 

HMIITE 
DEPENDABLE RESISTANCE UNITS 

ANSWER MAN 
[from page 11] 

length is being reduced and the chan- 
nel to be received is one of highest fre- 
quency. It is not like trying to receive 
Channel 11 or 2 on the antenna. 

However, should you desire to cut 
the antenna, the center frequency of 
the channel is the most desirable fre- 
quency to choose for the driven ele- 
ment for Channel 6. This would be 
about 5.65 feet. The reflector element 
would be about 5% longer than the 
driven element and the director ele- 
ments would be about 5% shorter than 
the driven element. 

Some manufacturers of Yagi anten- 
nas desire to sell their antennas for re- 
ception on two channels such as on 
Channel #4 and #5. In this case the 
dipoles would be cut for a different 
length than if the Yagi were to be used 
for Channel #4 only, or Channel #5 
only. 

In reference to your question con- 
cerning the spacings between the ele- 
ments of the Yagi: the reason for dif- 
ferent spacings is the impedance match- 
ing and back -to -front -ratio desired. 

A/2 +5% 
>1 7 

.15 A 

-A/2 
.1.i 

A/2 -5%---1 

"(---A/2-10%-- 

Fig. 3-Yogi antenna dimensions. 

With reflectors, the length is usually 
cut to about 5% of the driven element, 
and the spacing to the rear of the driven 
element can be one -tenth to one -quarter 
of a wavelength. The distance decided 
on is determined by the amount of mis- 
match that is to be tolerated and the 
back -to -front -ratio provided by the Yagi 
antenna. The nearer the reflector is 
placed to the driven element, the less 
the impedance will be of the whole an- 
tenna system. 

Varying the distance between the 
reflector and the driven element and 
altering the length of the reflector will 
change the field pattern of the antenna. 

The proper lengh of the reflector of 
a Yagi antenna can be determined 
from the following formula: 
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for more information mail this Coapon 

No matter when a BUSS fuse is upon to operate, you can called 
pendable and be sure of de - accurate electrical pro- tection. For every BUSS fuse is tested in a sensitive electronic device that any fuse not correctly calibrated r 

dimensions. 
ly constructed and ' proopp err - right in all physical 

This insistence on reason manufacturers aperfection is the izations can relynd service organ - source for "trouble -free" fuses the one fu. 
And by standardizing 

you can sim lify 
on BUSS fuses, 

handling and Pecords 
yur buying, stock 

The line is com_ píete: standard type, blown dual -element (slow g), renewable and one-time types in sizes from 1/500 ampere plus a complete line of fuse cli s bl 
up 

and holders. p ocks 
BUSS is the fuse your customer So capitalize on the knows.fuses 

of unquestioned that stands for BUSS questioned high quality. Ever fuse you furnish will hel y own little way to buildPin its in sales and servi 
your reputation service. You'll find its just 

BUSS fuses. 
good business to handle only genuine 

Makers of a complete line of fuses for 
home, farm, commercial, electronic and 
industrial use. 

USETRO 
TRUSTWORTHY NAMES IN? 
ELECTRICAL PROTECTION:] 

> OM MIN Mai MMI ME Mil \ awl 

BUSSMANN Mfg. Co. (Division of McGraw Electric Co.) 
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo. 

SD -954 
IPlease send me bulletin SFB containing facts on 
BUSS small dimension fuses and fuse holders. 

Name 

Title 

Company ' Address 

City J Zone State 4e 
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Length 480 
in Feet Freq (in MC) 

The proper distance between the re- 
flector and the driven element can be 
determined from the following formula: 

Distance 125 

in Feet Freq (in MC) 
Director elements are usually 5% 

shorter than the driven element of the 
Yagi and are also spaced in front of the 
driven element by from one -tenth to 
one -quarter of a wavelength of the fre- 
quency it is desired to receive. If the 
spacing is shortened the field response 

will be sharpened. The formula for the 
length of the director is: 

Length 453 
in Feet Freq (in MC) 

The previously given formula for 
the spacing of the reflectors also ap- 
plies for the spacing of the directors. 

The formula for the driven element 
length is: 

Length 
= 

468 
in Feet Freq (in MC) 

This is shown in Fig. 3. Notice that 
the driven element is a folded dipole 

2 PROFITABLE TOOLS FOR EVERY SERVICEMAN 

EAST TO USE... 

MANUAL VOLTAGE ADJUSTOR 

VOLTROL-AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE CONTROL 

to control voltage for top TV reception 
Here are two instruments that every service- 
man should have to detect and correct the 
effects of low voltage on television receivers. 
They are easy to use - just plug them into 
any convenient outlet. They are easy to sell 
for extra profit -a simple demonstration on 
a service call easily convinces the set owner 
that proper voltage is essential to good TV 

reception. 

T -8394M Manual Voltage Adjustor 
Where low voltage is causing flicker or shrink- 
ing of the television image, the serviceman 
can detect the condition immediately with an 
Acme Electric T -8394M Manual Voltage Ad- 
justor. To determine actual line voltage, set 
the tap switch at 115 volts and the meter 
reading will show exact line voltage. 

Reproducing Complaint Conditions 
Complaints of poor reception often indicate a 
voltage drop at certain times. But by regulat- 

ing the tap switch over the low voltage range, 
reception difficulties can be reproduced. The 

simple demonstration of this fact convinces 
the set owner that voltage control is neces- 

sary. An easy sale is made for the T -8394M 
Manual Voltage Adjustor to correct the fluc- 
tuating voltage conditions. This low cost, 

quality instrument adjusts voltage over a 

range from 95 to 125 volts and can be set at 
the exact voltage for top TV reception. Write 
for Acme Electric Bulletin VVA-190. 

VOLTROL - Automatic Voltage Control 

This instrument is completely automatic, re- 
quires no adjustment and corrects fluctuation 
of voltage over a 95 to 130 range. Compact 
and portable. Just plug it into a convenient 
outlet, no tools necessary. Built-in relay 
automatically disconnects the circuit when 
the set is turned off. Write for Acme Electric 
Bulletin AV -189. 

MAIN PLANT: 464 
ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

WATER ST., CUBA, NEW YORK 
West Coast Engineering Laboratories: ® fe 1375 W. Jefferson Blvd. Los Angeles, 
In Canada: Acme Electric Crp. Ltd. 

T R A NSF ORMERS 50 Northline Road Toronto, Ontario 

Calif. 

that is made larger on one side. The 
impedance of the Yagi antenna is very 
low and can be as small as 55 ohms 
because of the many added reflectors 
and directors. If the driven element is 
made a folded element the impedance 
can be increased. If the top section of 
the folded dipole is made large it will 
also increase the impedance so that a 
better match to the lead-in can be 
achieved. In any event a matching stub 
can be connected between the Yagi 
and the leadin if a close match is de- 
sired. 

Difference Between Tuner 
and Converter 

With reference to your question 
about converters and tuner strips in 
secondary areas: it will probably be 
found that the strips will not provide 
as good a picture as the converters and 
tuners. It is important to understand 
the difference between a converter and 
a tuner so that the discussion can be 
carried on with a mutual understand- 
ing. The tuner as used for UHF re- 
duces the UHF 'channels down to a 

VHF channel and supplies this into 
the antenna leadin to the television re- 
ceiver. 

A converter is usually built into the 
television receiver or is made available 
to be placed inside the cabinet where 
it can be closely shielded and con- 
nected to the tv receiver. The converter 
usually reduces the uhf frequency in- 
formation down to the if frequency of 
45 megacycles. Because the converter 
and the leads from it are shielded, very 
little interference can get into the sig- 
nals. This is not the case with tatters 
in general. Since the tuner reduces the 
uhf channels to, in most instances, 
Channels 3 or Channel 6, the lead-in 
from the tuner to the back of the tv 
receiver can pick up a lot of interfer- 
ence such as auto ignition noise, etc., 
the same as any vhf antenna lead-in 
will do. Therefore in some instances 
tuners are not as good as converters. It 
is true that most tuners use an addition- 
al stage of rf amplification. This does 
not necessarily indicate that better re- 
ception will be available from a tuner. 
There are other considerations such as 
whether the vhf rf amplifier and mixer 
stage function as additional if stages 
when the converter is employed. It is 
not possible to state emphatically which 
is the best to use, tuners or converters. 
They each have their advantages and 
disadvantages and such factors as cost of 
installation of the converter will be one 
deciding factor. You will probably find 
that the separate tuner is the most de- 
sirable because it requires no installa- 
tion time (not considering anything con - 

[Continued on page 59] 
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THINGS ARE N0'I1AS THEY SEEM... 
Things are not as they seem 

These two fuses look alike ... 
Until you look inside 

L., D 
lV U 

LITTELFUSE 
D LS PLAINES, ILLINOIS 

This is not a spiral. It is a series of concentric circles that 
do not join. 

This fuse has a straight element-cannot be made more delicate than 
1/16 amp. with normal blowing characteristics. 

This fuse has a bridge construction (note short filament between 
electrodes). This type fuse may be rated as low as 1/5O0 amp. with 
precision blowing characteristics required for protection of extremely 
fine instruments. Without this construction pioneered by Littelfuse- 
the microscopically fine filament would break in shipment, in normal 
operating vibration or even from nearby footsteps. 

Littelfuse leads all other fuse manufacturers in design patents on fuses. 
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ELECTROLYTICS 
FROM THE 

471 LARGEST MIDWEST MANUFACTURER 

Chances are ILLINOIS manufactures just the electrolytic 
you need for your product - and if not, who is better 
qualified to design and build one to your exact speci- 
fications? 

Your Jobber can supply you with any standard ILLI- 
NOIS electrolytic - so be sure to see him first! 

Write - TODAY - for ILLINOIS CONDENSER's new 
catalog which lists more than 400 different electrolytics. 
In addition it contains a wealth of electrolytic capacitor 
information! 

Res. U.S. Pet. Off. 

CELEBRATES 20th YEAR 
HAS PRODUCED MILLIONS OF CAPACITORS 

ILLINOIS CONDENSER CO. manufactures the 
finest electrolytic capacitors in the entire industry! 

This specialization is important to YOU! It means 
that ILLINOIS electrolytics are the most advanced 
in the field, incorporating design and manufactur- 
ing excellence found in no others. 

ILLINOIS "firsts" are many since they have pio- 
neered and are still pioneering in this important 
field of electronics. A few of these advancements 
are: rugged all aluminum internal structure, exclu- 
sive patented phenolic molded cap structures with 
molded in terminals, balanced and neutral electro- 
lytes for long life and wide temperature ranges. 

That's why ILLINOIS capacitors are first choice of 
service engineers as well as most leading manu- 
facturers of electronic equipment. You'll find 
ILLINOIS capacitors in TV-Radio and communi- 
cations around the world. 

ILLINOIS CONDENSER COMPANY 
1616 N. THROOP STREET CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS 
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PEOPLE WON'T L001( FOR YOU TO «PE YOU 

RADIO AND rFc EU/s/aN SERVICE BUS/NfSs . . . 

\\ II z 

6ee4c4eYOU'RE PRETTIER d -5 THAN YOUR COMPETITOR OR 

\\ 1/ 0 \I 

decacae YOU EMPLOY MORE MEN Co()NcCAD `-'1 c OR 
/1 / 

e r . ite,e4ade YOU HAVE FLASHIER TRUCKS - 
R.avb v caws 

1/4.1 %.1 \ 
BUT. THEY WILL LOOK FOR YOU AND GIVE YOU 

(RAYTHEON 

MORE BUSINESS* IF YOU ARE A 

BONDED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN 

(led YOU'LL KEEP THE BUSINESS IF YOU USE 

QTHIEoN DQUALITY RADIO AND TELEVISION TUBES 

dee.40,4e THEY ARE RIGHT... FOR SOUND AND SIGHT! 

BETTER ASK YOUR RAYTHEON TUBE DISTRIBUTOR IF YOU CAN 

QUALIFY FOR THIS EXCLUSIVE SALES STIMULATOR 

*In a recent survey Raytheon Bonded Electronic 
Technicians indicated that the Raytheon Bonded 

Program boosts their volume and profit at least 
10 per cent. 
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An Open Letter to: 
M. Clements, publisher of 
TECHNICIAN APRIL 15, 1954 

We challenge and dispute claims made by you in a letter dated March 5, 
1954-and in the advertisement on page 66 of TECHNICIAN'S March 1954 
issue. 

1St 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

We stand ready to prove that RADIO-TV SERVICE DEALER has a much larger monthly 
distribution amongst professional radio/TV servicemen and service managers than 
TECHNICIAN, or any other servicing industry publication, for that matter. 

We stand ready to prove that RADIO-TV SERVICE DEALER reaches more radio/TV Serv- 
ice Firms and Dealers that operate service departments who are listed in Classified 
Telephone Directories than does TECHNICIAN, or any other servicing industry publication. 

We will prove that RADIO-TV SERVICE DEALER'S paid circulation now is as large as, or 
is larger than TECHNICIAN'S. 

We will prove that RADIO-TV SERVICE DEALER'S advertising rates -per -thousand pro- 
fessional servicemen and service managers reached are much lower than TECHNICIAN'S. 

DO YOU ACCEPT OUR CHALLENGE? 

Will you provide to advertisers your audited circulation figures as of this date so they may 
be compared with our audited circulation figures as of this date? 

(Of course such circulation audits must be made by the same accredited Auditing Bureau or 
firm of Certified Public Accountants and must be uniformly conducted in every respect, so that no 
evasive tactics may be resorted to.) 

ADVERTISERS- WE NOW AWAIT A REPLY FROM TECHNICIAN 

In the meantime we want you to know, in the simplest language we can 
use, and without evasive or ambiguous statements, we stand ready to prove 
that: 

1. 

2. 

3 

Practically every Service Firm Owner in the USA receives a copy of SERVICE DEALER 
monthly-and has regularly since November 1953. (There are upwards of 53,000 such 
firms.) 

Furthermore, the total distribution of SERVICE DEALER'S April 1954 issue exceeds 65,000 
copies ... or approximately 15,000 copies more than TECHNICIAN says it will distribute. 

Within a short time our circulation figures will be verified and substantiated by the 
accredited business publication auditing bureau which functions for the sole purpose of 
analyzing all facets of Business Publications' paid and free circulation. 

RADIO -TELEVISION SERVICE DEALER 
Published by COWAN PUBLISHING CORP. 

S. W Cowan, /reáident 
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by BOB DARGAN 
and SAM MARSHALL 

From a forthcoming book entitled "FUNDAMENTALS OF COLOR TELEVISION" 

LGHT is a visible form of radiant 
energy. It comprises a narrow por- 

tion of the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
(Fig. I) between 400 and 700 milli - 
microns approximately. A millimicron 
is a billionth of a meter. The wave- 
length of light at the center of the 
Light Spectrum (400-700 millimicrons) 
is approximately 1/50,000 inch. Since 
light waves, like radio waves, are part 
of the Electromagnetic Spectrum, they 
travel at a speed of 186,000 miles 
(300,000,000 meters) per second. 

Light may be considered to be made 
up of a package of individual energy 
units, each unit having its own charac- 
teristic color. Thus, just as the Electro 
magnetic Spectrum encompasses the 
complete gamut of electromagnetic radi- 
ations, the visible Light Spectrum en- 
compasses the complete gamut of colors 
ranging from violet to red as shown in 
Fig. 2. Each color has its own wave- 
length range. Thus, red has a range be- 
tween 620 and 760 millimicrons. Below 
400 millimicrons are the ultra-violet 
radiations, and above 760 millimicrons 
are the infra -red radiations, both being 
invisible. 

The net effect of all of these colors 
on our sense of sight is colorless or 
"white" light. Nature's proof of the 
composition of light is the manner in 
which the spectrum colors manifest 

Understanding Color TV requires a knowledge of 

the fundamentals of the science of color. Basic 

principles are dealt with in ihis installment. 

WAVELENGTH - MILLIMICRONS 

10-' 10-2 10-1 10' 102 109 104 105 106 10' 108 109 1010 
10" 1012 1013 

J I I I I I 1 I I I III 
I Standard Broadcast> 

ULTRA- 
INFRA -RED 

X-RAYS VIOLET 
RADIATION _ 

HERMAN WAVES, INCLUDING RADAR, TELEVISION 

GAMMA RAYS 
RADIATION AND RADIO 

I 

r I I I II 
T 1 Millimicron Y5o,000 ? 1 Inch 1 Meter 14--1 Mile 
i 

1 Angstrom Unit Inch 1 Millimeter 1 Kilometer 

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM 

-Copyright 1950, Eastman Kodak Company 

Fig. I-The position of the Light Spectrum in the Electromagnetic Spectrum. 

themselves in the form of a rainbow. 
Here the various colors are bent or re- 
fracted in different amounts as the rays 
of sunlight strike the curved surfaces 
of a raindrop-thereby making them 
individually visible as they fan out on 
the wavefront of a circular ray. 

Dispersion of Light by a Prism 

The dispersal of white light into its 
component colors may be demonstrated 
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Fig. 2-An expanded version of the visible Light Spectrum. 

by means of a glass prism, a source of 
white light, and a screen as shown in 
Fig. 3. Actually, there arc hundreds of 
colors in the spectrum; however, we 
generally group them into the broad 
categories of red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue and violet. The higher frequency 
(lower wavelength) colors contained in 
the spectrum arc bent to a greater ex- 
tent in the prism than the lower fre- 
quency colors, the net result being the 
panorama of colors as shown in the 
figure. 

How the Eye Reacts to Color 

Each color of the spectrum ' l-ig. 2) 
has its own frequency range. Jlodern 
theories as to how the eye, in conjunc- 
tion with the brain, reacts to these 
frequencies are as follows. Certain 
groups of the millions of tiny nerve 
fibers and connections are each roughly 
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resonant to the red, green, .and blue 
frequency groups of the light spectrum. 
All color sensations in the brain result 
from a stimulation of each of these 
nerve groups brought about individu- 
ally by the above mentioned colors and 
by combinations of these colors. It will 
shortly be shown how almost any color 
in the spectrum can be reproduced by 
various combinations of red, green and 
blue lights. 

If two or more colors originate from 
the same point, or very nearly the same 
point in space, color addition results, 
that is, the eye sees the combined ef- 
fects of both colors. Thus, red light 
when combined with green light re- 
sults in a mental sensation of yellow. 

White Light 
A combination of red, green and 

blue light in nearly equal quantities 
will produce white light. As far as the 
eye -brain combination is concerned, red, 
green and blue in certain proportions 
stimulates the nerve cells which arc 
resonant to the entire frequency range 
between 400 and 700 millimicrons. 
This being the equivalent of white light 
stimulation, the brain "sees" white. If 
the strength of each of these colors 
is reduced by the same factor, a scale of 
different shades of gray will be pro- 
duced. 

Primary Colors 
As pointed out previously, almost al 

colors can be produced by suitable addi 

Fig. 4-The additive mixtures of red, 
green, and blue lights from the 
projectors may be made to produce 
various other colors, including white, 
depending on the combinations. 

tive mixtures of red, green, and blue. 
Thus, referring to Fig. 4: 

1. The addition of green and red 
light produces yellow light. 

2. The addition of blue and green 
light produces cyan light. 

3. The addition of red and blue 
light produces magenta light. 

4. The addition of red, green and 
blue light produces white light. 

Because of this property, and be- 
cause we are "adding" colors, red, 
green and blue are called "additive pri- 
maries." Generally, when certain basic 
colors are used to produce a variety of 
other colors, they are called "primary" 
colors. When defining primary colors, 
it must be borne in mind that no two 
colors of a given set of primaries (when 
mixed) may produce a third primary 

Fig. 3-Light entering a prism wil 
be bent so that the various colors 
in the spectrum may be observed 
on a suitable surface as indicated. 

color. Thus, red, green and yellow can- 
not be considered as a primary "com- 
bination" because red and green lights 
when mixed produce yellow. 

It might be appropriate at this point 
to emphasize the fact that in the previ- 
ous discussion we added colors by 
superimposing light of the various colors 
on each other. This system of mixing is 
"additive," and the primary colors as- 
sociated with it are red, green and blue. 

In contrast to the "additive" mixing 
of colors is the "subtractive" method of 
color mixing. In this case, the end re- 
sult is a single color, or even black, as 
shown in Fig. 5. Here a filter is used to 
reject colors rather than add them, so 
that: 

1. White light traveling through 
cyan and magenta filters results in blue. 

2. White light traveling through 
cyan and yellow filters results in green. 

3. White light traveling through 
magenta and yellow filters results in 
red. 

4. White light traveling through ma- 
genta, yellow and cyan filters results in 
black. 

It might be further pointed out that 
by a judicious mixture of yellow, cyan 
and magenta in correct proportions, any 
neutral shade between black and white 
may be produced. 

When using paints or pigments a 
"subtractive" color process takes place. 
Thus, pigments, like filters, absorb all 
other colors except those by which they 
are identified. Therefore, a cyan pig- 
ment which is a combination of blue 
and green, when mixed with a magenta 
pigment (which is a combination of 
blue and red) results in blue alone. 
The reason for this should be evident 
inasmuch as magenta absorbs all colors 
except blue and red, and cyan absorbs 

all colors except blue and green. Thus, 
magenta absorbs the green passed by 
cyan, and cyan absorbs the red passed 
by magenta-so that only the blue can 
be seen. Because of this absorbtive 
characteristic, cyan, magenta, and yel- 
low are called "subtractive" primaries, 
the latter classification being essentially 
associated with pigment mixtures and 
filters. It might be further added at this 
point that the practice of calling the 
combination of yellow, green, and blue 
primary colors is incorrect. Actually, 
the true primaries, if the subtractive 
primaries are referred to, are yellow, 
magenta and cyan. 

Color Attributes 
Three basic properties or attributes 

of light whereby we can distinguish 
one type of light from another are: hue, 
brightness and saturation. These will 
now be briefly discussed. 

The basic characteristic of a color 
which distinguishes it from another 
color is its "hue." Thus, when we refer 
to a color as red, blue, green, or purple, 
we refer to its hue. In the spectrum 
chart, the hue of a color may be de- 
fined by its wavelength, in which case 
it is called the "dominant wavelength." 

The intensity of the radiant energy 
of light is called "`brightness." Varia- 
tions in brightness of white light are 
more readily apparent to the eye than 
variations in brightness of colored lights. 

When we attempt to describe a color 
with a definite hue such as red, but 

LIGHT BOX 'FILTERS 

R = Red Y=Yellow 
G = Green M= Magenta 
B=Blue C= Cyan 

Fig. 5-The filtering action of the 
subtractive colors, cyan, magenta, 
and yellow is illustrated above. 

diluted with varying degrees of white, 
thereby producing different tones of 
red from deep red to light red, we refer 
to its relative "saturation" or "chroma." 

It is thus seen that a color may be 
completely identified by its hue, bright- 
ness, and saturation. These are impor - 
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ADVANTAGES: 
Lowest losses at UHF and 
VHF frequencies. 

2 Great abrasion resistance and 
mechanical strength. 

3 No time-consuming end seal 
required; easy to install. 

4 No internal moisture to cause 
signal loss. 

5 No kinking when used with 
antenna rotors. 

6 Resistant to snow, ice, rain, 
and wind. 

7 Resistant to ultraviolet rays 
from the sun. 

8 Uses Belden Weldohm con- 
ductor for long conductor life. 

9 Can be clamped tightly in 
stand-off insulators without 
crushing. No special fittings 
required. 

O Conductor spacing is constant 
even when the lead-in is 
transposed. 
No stripping problem for at- 
taching the conductor. 

" **AI J.di 41 se 

eat r eft 

4 e Thousands oí' separately sealed 
di tiny cells, fill 2.4 with inert r;asoncate 

this s.aterproc,f cable stable and 1.441K 
91,00 efficient clecdrically. 

This heavy 3...a1 of brown virgin 
polyethylene protects the cable 
against mechanical abuse and 
damage from a trasiolet sun rays. 

This completely new 300 -ohm line results from the dewdopnent 
of a new cellular plastic core where each separate cell is Willed 

with aninert gas to make an efficient cable with _he lowest 
passible losses at both UHF and VI -7F frequencies. With this 
absolutely waterproof cable, no sealis2 of the ends is necessary. 
Celluline cable can be fixed in sta,d-off insulators without 
crushing_ The thick outer wall of polyethylene serves. to protect 
the cable from abrasion and sun damage. 

By fusing only virgin polyethylene, the wall can be made 
smooth-absolutely free from rougi spots-to prevent the 
adherence of dust and other impurities which wou_d increase 
the losses. 

The copper -covered steel strands, which make up the con- 
ductors, assure 49% greater resistance to breaking front flexing 
or stretching than any all -copper ccnductor. 

8275 CELLULINE 
TRANSMISSION LINE 

WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 
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tant terms in color TV, and many con- 
trol adjustments require a knowledge 
of their meanings and effects. 

It is evident that some difficulty 
might be encountered in distinguishing 
between brightness and saturation dif- 
ferences. Thus, a particular color with 
low saturation may give the impression 
of high saturation because it is viewed 
in relatively dark surroundings. Only 
by comparing this color with a highly 
saturated color standard, can we de- 
termine the relit e difference in satura- 
tion. 

Response Characteristics of 
Human Eye 

Different colors light with identical 
luminous energy content subjected to 
the same light source, have varying 
relative brightness effects as far as the 
eve is concerned. This is shown graph- 
ically in Fig. 6 which illustrates the 
relative brightness effects of the spec- 
trum colors on the eye. Notice that 
green has the greatest relative luminous 
effect on the eve. This is followed by 
red, then by blue. Because of this 
characteristic, a color TV system must 
be adjusted to provide an equivalent 
relative luminous effect so that when 
the eve e views these colors on a picture 
tube screen it should see in them the 
same relative brightness values it would 
see in the original. 
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Fig. 7-Color matching using the 
additive primaries is shown above. 

Color Standards 

In color "1V reproduction, the color 
picture tube should faithfully reproduce 
the colors picked up by the camera tube 
with reference to hue, brightness, and 
saturation. Furthermore, in the actual 
transmission and reception of these 
colors the various circuits and circuit 
components must process the color sig- 
nal so that the relative proportions of 

hue, brightness and saturation present 
in the original scene, end up as such in 
the picture tube. If this is not done, 
the colors reproduced on the picture 
tube become a meaningless hodgepodge 
of color information. For these reasons 
definite standards of hue, brightness and 
saturation have been established in the 
design of the color TV system. Fidelity 
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Fig. 6-Relative luminance response 
characteristics of red, green, blue. 

of color reproduction is a measure of 
the adherence of the various circuits 
and circuit components to these stand- 
ards. 

Characteristics of Vision 
It has been found in recent years 

that the eye can easily identify and 
differentiate between colors for relative- 
ly large areas or patches of these colors. 
Thus, if an observer is called upon to 
match a sample color patch of large 
area with large area mixtures of the 
three additive primaries (red, green, 
blue) he can in most cases effect a 
color match by properly proportioning 
these three primaries. However, as the 
areas are progressively reduced the 
matching process becomes more diffi- 
cult, until for very small areas a posi- 
tive match becomes almost impossible. 

A second significant phenomenon, 
pertaining to how the eye will match 
small area color patches, is revealed in 
the following experiment. If we were 
to cut two small patches out of the 
sample sheet, a fair color match might 
be observed. Yet strangely enough an 
even better color match could be ob- 
tained by comparing one of these sheets 
with a sheet containing suitable mix- 
tures of cyan (blue-green) and magenta 
(blue -red). Thus, it can be assumed 
that for small color areas, only two 
color mixtures are needed for proper 
matching, being the color mixture pri- 
maries, cyan and magenta. 

Use of this principle is made in color 
TV where small color area information 
is involved. The three color signals 
corersponding to red, green, and blue, 
are electrically transformed into two 
signals corresponding to cyan and rna- 

genta mixtures. Then, at the receiver 
the cyan and magenta mixtures are 
transformed back again into the original 
red, green and blue signals. How this 
is done will be explained subsequently. 

From the above it is evident that for 
large color areas, three -color presenta- 
tion is necessary for color fidelity. As 

the areas of scan become increasingly 
smaller, two-color presentation involving 
cyan and magenta mixtures will suffice. 

Finally, for exceedingly small areas, 
only the luminence or brightness infor- 
mation need be transmitted. In our 
study of the color TV system, it will be 

found that full advantage is taken of 
these characteristics. 

Color Matching 

One color may be compared to or 
differentiated from another by means 
of three attributes: hue, saturation, and 
brightness. These terms have been de- 
fined to some extent previously. Pure 
physics does not provide us with a 

means of completely specifying a color 
along these lines so that we have been 
forced to adopt procedures known as 
"color matching" as a positive means of 
identifying various colors. Thus, color 
measurements and specifications involve 
matching the color in question against a 

set of standard primaries such as red. 
green and blue. This system is often re- 

ferred to as the "Tristimulus" method 
of "Colorimetrv." 

Fig. 8-Laboratory test set-up. 

As previously pointed out, most colors 
(including white which may be defined 
as "achromatic" or colorless light) can 
be matched by the additive mixture of 
three properly chosen Primaries. This 
is shown graphically in Fig. 7, where 
the relative red, green and blue color 
mixture values are shown for all of 
the wavelength colors in the visible 
spectrum. The colors shown on this set 
of curves are said to be saturated, that 
is, they are pure to the extent that they 
are not mixed with white. 

Notice that in some cases negative 
values of the Primaries are used to effect 
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a color match. The full significance of 
these negative values may be obtained 
by examining Fig. 8. This diagram in- 
dicates a laboratory setup whereby the 
data shown in Fig. 7 is derived. For a 

given unknown color the operator varies 
each of the primary light source at- 

tenuators until a color match is ob- 

tained. The attenuators are calibrated 
and thereby allow a measure of their 
luminous output to be read and hence 
plotted on the vertical scale of Fig. 7. 

Although a large range of colors may 
be fairly well matched in this manner, 
this technique does not work to produce 
a perfect match until one of the stand- 
ard light projectors is moved to add to 
the unknown color. This latter operation 
is tantamount to subtracting light from 
the mixture being made on the right 
side of the figure. Referring to Fig. 7 

we see that in the region between 400 
and 600 millimicrons green light must 
move to the side of the unknown; from 
460 to 530 millimicrons the red be - 
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Fig. 9 -Color curves using only posi- 
tive values are more convenient. 

comes negative; and from 530 to 610 
millimicrons the blue becomes negative. 

Colorimetry techniques find the nega- 
tive values of blue and red undesirable. 
In order that values be positive only, 
the red, green, and blue primaries have 
been mathematically converted to three 
fictitious primaries, X, Y, and Z, so se- 
lected that their values will always be 
positive as indicated in Fig. 9. 

Along these lines the International 
Commission on Illumination (CIE)* 
developed a set of color mixture curves 
shown in this figure. As an example, 
green light of wavelength 510 milli - 
microns is made up of the following 
relative values: 

Y = .51 X = .01 Z = .17 

Chromaticity Diagram 

The color curves of Fig. 9 may be 
used to give more useful information 

*(commission Internationale d'Eclairage. 

Fig. 10 -Chromaticity diagram. In- 

side area shows purest colors that 
can be printed. Area enclosed by 
triangle is color range available for 

color TV. 

relative to color matching by means of 
a graph called the "Chromaticity Dia- 
gram." Such a diagram, as shown in 
Fig. 10 forms what may be described as 
a map of all possible colors in terms of 
hue and saturation, but not brightness. 
Hue is specified in terms of the spec- 
trum wavelength color. Saturation of a 

color at any point on the horseshoe 
curve is 100%. Toward the inside of 
the horseshoe curve is a point of neutral 
color, oc white marked E. A line con- 
necting this point and the spectrum 
wavelength point to a particular color 
contains this color in all of its degrees 
of saturation from 0% at the neutral 
point to 100% on the horseshoe curve. 
Thus, the nearer a color sample is to the 
horseshoe curve the purer or more satu- 
rated is the sample. 

In color TV we make use of two 
signals when transmitting a color scene, 
these being: luminance (brightness) 
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Fig. I I -Range of colors produced by 
subtractive dyes used in color films. 

and chrominance (hue and saturation). 
The graph used in Fig. 10 describes two 
attributes, hue and saturation, but does 
not give information relative to bright- 
ness. To include brightness a three-di- 
mensional graph would be required. 

An interesting diagram is shown in 
Fig. 11. Here we see the range of colors 
which can be produced by mixing three 
subtractive dues of the type used in 
Eastman Kodak color films. 

It must be borne in mind that the 
various degrees of brightness do not 
represent any change in the dominant 
hue and saturation of the color sample. 
In this manner the complete color 
signal can be specified. 

A Chromaticity Diagram may be 
evolved from Fig. 9 as follows: 

1. Consider any wavelength such as 
510 millimicrons. 

2. We solve for new values of x and 
y as follows: 

X .01 = 
X + Y + Z .69 

= .014 

= 
Y .51 

74 
Y X+Y+Z .69 
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Fig. 12 -Imaginary X, Y and Z pri- 
maries are the triangle vertices. 

3. Locate the point corresponding to 

x and y on a graph and label it 510 
millimicrons. See Fig. 10. 

If we repeat the above steps for all 
of the spectrum wavelengths between 
380 and 720 millimicrons the horseshoe 
shaped curve of Fig. 10 will result. The 
coordinates of the curve are called "Tri - 
chromatic" coordinates, and the dia- 
gram is called a "Chromaticity" Dia- 
gram. Each point within the area of 
the horseshoe represents the chroma- 
ticity (hue and saturation) of a color. 
All realizable colors are contained with- 
in the domain bounded by the horse- 
shoe curve connecting the spectrum 
wavelength points. 

By drawing straight lines as shown 
in Fig. 12 connecting points (x=1, 
v=O) and (x=O, y=1) a triangle is 

formed, the vertices of which are X, 
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Y, and Z CIE Primaries. Since these 
Primaries are outside the domain of 
realizable colors, they are imaginary 
Primaries, that is, their actual counter- 
parts are not reproduceable. However, 
because of them and because of the 
Chromaticity Diagram which they de- 
fine we are able to identify and classify 
all colors both as to hue and saturation. 

White Light on Chromaticity 
Diagram 

Recalling that white light is a mix- 
ture of the Primaries: red, green, and 
blue, it would seem most natural that 

white should fall on the point corres- 
ponding to the center of gravity of the 
triangle bounded by the CIE Primaries. 
This point, called "equal er.rgy" 
white, is: 

x=.33 v=.33 
and is shown as point E in Fig. 10. 

White is not confined to a point, 
however. It covers a small area around 
the central point E of the diagram. This 
area corresponds to the many types of 
illuminants that may be used, such as 
sunlight, fluorescent lamps, tungsten 
lamps, etc. 
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Fig. 13-Relative positions of Il- 
luminant C and Illuminant E. 

NTSC Color Primaries 

The colors that may be reproduced 
in color TV are limited by the phosphor 
characteristics of picture tubes. These 
fall within the limits of the chromaticity 
diagram as shown in Fig. 13, and have 
been chosen as standard primaries by 
the NTSC. These are as follows: 

y 
Red 0.67 0.33 
Green 0.21 0.71 
Blue 0.14 0.08 

"Standard" or "Reference" white as 
chosen by NTSC has been assigned a 
slightly different value than E in Fig. 
10, and IS shown as point C or illumi- 
nant C in Fig. 13. Its values are: 

x=.310 y-.316 
The reasons for these values will be 
discussed in another chapter. 

Relative Luminance 

The relative luminance values of the 
standard NTSC primaries are deter- 
mined from the amount of their mix- 
ture required to produce Reference 
White,(Illuminant C). It can be shown 
that the relative luminance ,values of 
the green, red and white signals are: 

Green: 59% Red: 30% Blue: 11% 
This means that the output signal 

of a colorless object picked up by the 
three -color camera should be made up 
of the above relative luminance values. 
Under these conditions the color in- 
formation and luminance as viewed by 
an observer at the picture tube will 
match the original values directed into 
the camera tube. 

Summary 

I. White light is made up of equal 
amounts of all the spectrum colors. 

2. A contrast range (grey scale) is 
produced by varying amounts of lumi - 

[Continued on page 62] 
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TELEVISION 
HOME STUDY COURSE 

by RCA Institutes,.. 
eme, ,, r ;. A 

"Color Television is here-not around 
the corner, or in the developmental labs, 
but here! The big question now is ... Are 
You ready for Color TV? 

"You may now have a successful TV 
servicing business. When color sets come 
to your bench for servicing, will you be 
able to handle them? 

"Color Television is a vast new field, 
embodying entirely new concepts . 

principles of light and vision, radically 
new circuitry." 

First Home Study Course in Color TV 

Now is the time to prepare. Now, for the 
first time, you can train yourself for the 

1 

r:f .:'j., 

opportunities in this brand-new field. The 
just -announced RCA Institutes Home 
Study Course is the first home study 
course covering all phases of color tele- 
vision. Offered only to those already ex- 
perienced in radio -television servicing, it 
explains the "why" of basic theory, as 
well as the "how -to -do -it" of servicing 
techniques. 

Planned and written by RCA instruc- 
tors, the entire course is based on the 
practical experience of RCA engineers- 
the men who have pioneered in the re- 
search and development of color television 
since the very first color experiments, 
many years ago. 

RCA Institutes conducts a resident school in New 
York City offering day and evening courses in 
Radio and TV Servicing, Radio Code and Radio 
Operating, Radio Broadcasting, Advanced Tech- 
nology. Write for free catalog on resident courses. 

i 

Remember when black -and -white tele- 
vision first became a reality? Overnight, 
the demand for men who knew television 
grew. Even now, a shortage of qualified 
servicemen exists. Think, then-of the 
even greater demand for servicemen who 
will understand the many additional prob- 
lems of color reception! 

Costs so little to gain so much 

RCA Institutes makes it easy for you to 
prepare yourself now for color television. 
Not only is the cost of the home study 
course for qualified servicemen extremely 
low, but you pay for the course on a 
pay -as -you -learn basis. 

Send for FREE Booklet-Mail the coupon, today. Get complete 
information on the RCA INSTITUTES Home Study Course in 

Color Television. Booklet gives you a general outline of the course 
lesson by lesson. See how thoroughly you can learn Color TV. 

Mail coupon in envelope or paste on postal card. 

MbWI ̀
 l u r Ai Cóticól1 

i 
I 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA J 

350 WEST FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK14, N. Y 1 

(please print) 

RCA INSTITUTES. INC., Home Study Dept. RT454 

350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Without obligation on my part, please send me copy of booklet "RCA INSTITUTES 

Honte Study Course in COLOR TLLMStON." (No salesman will call.) 

Name 

Address 

City Tone State 
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DURING the quarter century that 
I have worked with Servicemen 

and Service Dealers I have continuous- 
ly urged them to be as "sales conscious" 
as they are "service conscious." For ex- 
ample, I contend it is quite logical and 
profitable for servicemen to sell and 
install long -play phono needles when- 
ever they spot a record player in a home 
which in itself provides the opportunity. 
By the same token I deem it logical, 
and I know it is profitable, for service- 
men to sell "plus items" like antenna 
rotators whenever the opportunity pre- 
sents itself. Experience proves that cus- 
tomers will buy in a certain percentage 
of cases provided an attempt is made to 
sell them something of merit. 

Now, here is a suggestion, regarding 
selling, that is sound, practical and prof- 
itable. Sell . . . or at least try to sell ... your TV set customers, a Remote 
Tuning Control device. (Several are 
now on the market.) Any professional 
technician can install such a chairside 
tuning unit right in the customer's home 
in a matter of minutes, 20 to 30 minutes 
at most, and as a result he will enjoy 
a sales and service profit ranging from 
$30 to $50. That sort of profit is worth 
going after. 

Remote Tuners Sell Themselves 
More important, once a customer has 

a remote (or chairside) TV set tuner 
installed, case history proves that a 
high percentage of his (the set owner's) 
friends, visitors and neighbors will be 
favorably impressed by the benefits 
such a unit affords, and they will quick- 
ly want such an accessory installed in 
their TV receivers too. Consequently 
more and more recommendation busi- 
ness accrues for the seller and installer 
of the first unit. 

What a Remote TV Tuner Is 

In actuality, a Remote Tuner, such 

as the Regency model RT -700 is a com- 
plete, self-contained "front end" that 
permits the TV set owner to sit in his 
comfortable chair, away from the re- 
ceiver, and while so seated, to turn on 
his TV set, select different channels as 
program changes are wanted, and he 
can adjust fine tuning, alter contrast, 
brighten picture, increase or lower 
sound levels to meet his preference. No 
longer need I get out of my chair, walk 
17 feet over to the TV set, make ad- 
justments or change stations. I do it 
from my chair comfortably. And, fel- 
lows, with a big screen set-I get better 
adjustments for contrast because I can 
adjust properly from the actual viewing 
distance, and that, as you know, can't 
be done so well when working right up 
at the set itself. 

There's no need for me to discuss the 
technical aspects of a Remote Tuner's 
innards. Suffice to say that generally a 
Cascode tuner, (such as Regency uses) 
when installed in an old set, usually 
peps up the old job, and that in itself 
gives the set owner a big hunk of re- 
spect for your ability as a serviceman. 
And in case you're interested, UHF 
strips can be inserted in the tuner if 
occasion requires-and this is becoming 
an important sales feature. 

Simplicity of Installation 
The first Remote Tuners marketed 

about a year ago gave excellent service, 
but, because of inadequate "Installation 
Instructions," sometimes caused the in- 
stalling technician to "sweat it out," 
for an hour or two on the first job he 
tackled. After that first "big one" there 
was no problem and installation time 
was cut to 10 or 15 minutes on the av- 
erage. Figuring 15 minutes more for 
chassis removal and replacement, no 
serviceman need take over half -an -hour 
to install a Remote Tuner. In my neigh- 
borhood Service Dealers quote list price 

for the unit plus a $10 to $15 fee for 
installation-and they're having no 
trouble closing deals. They're averaging 
$40 profit per installation. 

First of all I suggest that you take 
a peek at a Remote Tuner in operation. 
Probably your Distributor can oblige. 
You should have one operating in your 
shop for demonstration purposes too. 
Then, here's the procedure one should 
follow: 
1. Determine the output if of the re- 
ceiver involved and then use the model 
Tuner designed for that frequency. 
Practically all TV receivers in use today 
have a front end that operates either on 
21 me or 41 me. Then, having the 
proper Remote Tuner, ascertain the 
type of agc circuit that is employed in 
the receiver you are about to work on. 
There are three basic age circuits in 
popular use, and the installation pro- 
cedure will differ slightly depending 
upon the one you encounter. The 3 

basic agc circuits are: simple rectified 
agc, keyed agc, and amplified agc. 

A typical installation procedure is as 
follows: 

Step 1. 

(a) Refer to Fig. 1 and mount the 
adapter unit close to Grid 1 

(1st if). 
Connect white wire to round 
(at 1st if). 
Connect green wire to 1st if 
grid. 
Insert dual .02 mfd condens- 
ers in series with lead to high 
side of volume control. (see 
Fig. 2) Then connect shield- 
ed lead to junction of dual 
condenser. 

Step 2. 

(a) Connect yellow lead to net- 
work, modifying existing re - 
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cciver filter network per sche- 
matic. (Figs. 3, 4, 3, 6, and 
7). In a keyed circuit it is 
necessary to reverse polarity 
of contrast control on control 
unit as shown in Fig. 6. 

(b) Connect black lead as shown 
in schematic. 

Step 3. 
Connect shielded cable from 
control to adapter terminals 

(red dot). Connect shield to 

other terminal. 
Of course all the few necessary com- 

ponents and much more detailed instal- 
lation instruction come with every I`ie- 

mote Tuner but boiled down to essen- 
tials, it's as simple as outlined above. 
One point of note is this: The new in- 

struction sheet supplied by the manu- 
facturer states that "One should not 
shorten the connecting cable (which 
is a simple shielded microphone cable) 

-and if additional lengths are needed, 
add only in multiples of 271/2 feet up 
to a total of 110 feet." I found my cable 
about î feet too long, and not knowing 
about the manufacturer's warning, cut 
that much off. But-my unit works fine 
-so why worry about it now? I don't- 
it's a blessing to get seated, stay seated, 
and view TV like a tired guy should- 
with all the controls right by my side 
on a small table. Try it yourself-then 
sell the idea to your customers. 

Step -by -Step Procedure 
for Mounting and Installing 
the Remote Tuner 

Fig. I-Mounting the adapter unit. 

Fig. 2-Audio circuit is broken and 
C-30 connected in series with it. 

FILTER NETWORK 
TO IF \ AOC 
GRIDS 

1 
} 

X -NW- - REST ...// 

T 
YEL 

470 

33OK 
((C) 

BLN 
L 

Fig. 3-If AGC filter network resis- 
tor is I megohm or more, wire as 
shown above. R I7 and C29 (R 18 when 
used) must be installed close to the 
AGC line. Yellow and black leads 
from adapter unit are then connected 
as shown. NOTE: R 17, R 18, and C29 
are included with tuner. R30 and C54 
are included with tuner but not used 
in this installation. See also Fig. 4. 

FILTER NETWORKTO ` 
GR DS 

ADAPTER 

y SEL 

}j Bit 

AGC 
RECT 

Fig. 4-If AGC filter network resis- 
tor is less than 1 megohm, connect as 

shown above. Yellow and black leads 
from adapter unit are then connecter 
as shown. NOTE: R17, R18, and C29 
are included with tuner. R30 and C54 
are included with tuner but not used 
in this installation. 

ca'" 
jr 

o.n __._ X 

FETED 

ACC 

IB 

-,,,,,-- 

Y tI El 

Kit 

Fig. 5-In wiring to keyed AGC cir- 
cuit, grid lead to keyed AGC tube 
must be broken at "X." Install R17, 
R 18, R30, C29, C54 close to tube 
socket and connect yellow and black 
leads from adapter unit as shown. 
The contrast return line (black wire) 
is connected to junction of R30 and 
C54. Since this return line is also 
return for volume -control circuit, con- 
necting point must be adequately 
by-passed to ground. C-54 does this. 

/ RED I G:'EzN 
YELLOW \NF1177 

Fig. 6-Keyed AGC circuit requires 
positive vol;cge output from the re- 
mote unit. The remote unit, as sup- 
plied, is wired for negative output. 
To reverse its output polarity, the 
white wire to one end terminal of the 
COARSE BIAS ADJ potenti,Eneter 
must be transferred to the other end 
terminal as shown. 

TO IF 
GRIDS 

FROM AGC 
REGT 

570 

D 

ACC 

CONI 

Fig. 7-In wiring to amplified AGC 
circuit, grid lead to AGC tube is 

broken at "X." Install R17, R18, 

R30, C29, and C54 close to tube 
socket and connect yellow and black 
leads from adapter as shown. Con- 
trast return line (black wire) is con- 
nected to junction of R30 and C54. 
This filter network is connected be- 
tween AGC amplifier cathode and 
ground. This connection also serves as 

return for volume control circuit. 
Again, C54 provides adequate by- 
passing to ground. This AGC circuit 
also requires positive voltage from 
remote unit. Follow procedure given 
under Fig. 6 and note drawing shown 
in Fig. 6. 
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Sangamo Dry Electrolytics 

1.ive many 6¢ason6i 
{or beaj' euvm 

masons 
low 

these wire lead 
tubular capacitors 

will not deteriorate 
with age 

Use Sangamo dry tubular e : rolytics for trouble -free 
replacements. You don't ' . e to worry about premature 
failure. Long life is r- y built into these capacitors. They 
have exception aying power because: 

Tiaee (49-hrow 
1111111 

Ì A super -seal keeps the 
electrolyte from evapo- 
rating even under the 
toughest conditions of 
heat and humidity. 

2 All these capacitors are 
aged at 85° C to build a 
tough dielectric film that 
will stand up under high 
heat. 

3 All aluminum container 
prevents the "creeping" 
corrosion that occurs in 
capacitors when any 
other metal is permitted 
to contact the elec- 
trolyte. 

4 Sangamo electrolyte Is 
really pure. Continuous 
laboratory control of 
every batch keeps the 
chlorine ion concentra- 
tion to less than 10 
parts per million. That's 
99.999% pure, or better! 

5 No lead breakage. 
Sangamo uses a special 
wire that resists bend 
fatigue. A specially 
designed rivet that 
"cradles" the lead gives 
additional protection. 

P. S. These wire lead tubu- 
lars fit those tight corners- 
Their compact design gives 
maximum capacity in mini- 
mum space. See your Sangamo 
Distributor for all your ca- 
pacitor replacement needs. 

che Seno- 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY 
MARION, ILLINOIS SC54-4 

ASSOCIATION NEWS 
[from page 8] 

collection of taxes on material used in 
repair work. 

"It is the duty of the service tech- 
nician," states the PRSMA News 
article, "to separate charges for parts 
and materials from charges for labor or 
other services. . . ." "Where the ma- 
terial loses its identity on the job, or 
where its value is insignificant-such as 
solder, for example, the service tech- 
nician himself is the consumer of the 
property, and the customer need not 
pay a tax thereon. The service tech- 
nician himself pays the tax on material 
which is consumed in the repair job, 
and he collects no tax on solder, etc., 
from his customers." 

The article then states that "the 
service technician's real quandary re- 
lates to the collection of the tax." The 
problems of paying tax on parts and 

I test equipment, and the question of 
"taxable retail sale" are then raised, 
with the opinion that "... compliance 
with the strict letter of the regulations 
imposes a heavy burden on the inde- 
pendent service technician who does not 
have the bookkeeping or accounting 
facilities for collecting and returning 
the tax." 

The article concludes: "When the 
legislature reconvenes, it might be well 
for the service technicians in this area 
to request appropriate changes in the 
existing law." 

LBRTA (Calif.) 

The Long Beach chapter of the Radio 
Technicians Association reports it now 
"covers the greater portion of Southern 
California, with the largest technical 
group on the West Coast." 

Officers for 1954 are listed as: Clar- 
ence Spencer, Asst. Treasurer; Joe Mar- 
tin, Technical Advisor; Fred Abrams, 

Asst. Public Relations; Elwyn Lev, 
Trade Consultant; Harry E. Ward, 
General Chairman Public Relations; 
Bob Bergman, Secretary; L. E. Peter- 
son, Dealer Vice-Pres.; Lee Johnson,. 
Pres.; Merlyn Cochems, Technical 
Vice-Pres.; Harold Freeman, Treasurer. 

[Continued on page 45] 
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FOR ULTRA -Hf 
GAIN ON UHF 

MODEL 84 

"CONICAL -V - 
BEAM" 

Four bay 
direction. 

fre- 
quencies w no o . e sp 

All -aluminum light weight and rugged 

FOR UNIFORMLY HI -GAIN 
CHANNELS 2 to 83 

DUO -BAND "CONICAL -V -BEAM" 

Uniformly Hi -Gain 

Excellent Directivity 

Automatic Transition From UHF to VHF 

H o-Noise Ratio 

FOR THE UL TE 

IN LONG DIST CE 

RECEPTION T 

TELREX 

4 BAY 
"CONICAL 
BEAM" SE S 

The ultimate i. long 
distance ar ys. 
Guaranteed t out- 
perform any . mna 
or combin of 
cut-to-freq a 
ten . se 

an 
Dr ses 

the ultimate from 
Ch. 2 to 83. Un- 
equalled for recep- 
tion to 200m les. 

offers 

"C,,ica[.V-Beorrt" 
ae pr: dared 
uncle: 2e -issue 
Friert Nurnbe- 
.3,34; and 
'cld cely thru 
tuthc i zed 
üstri: utors 

SUPERIOR QUALITY- 

All Aluminum, All -Weather 
Construction - Quality first 

is the Telrex pledge. Extra rugged 
construction include; all -aluminum 

design with precision parts 
fabrication for lasting installations. 

Wherever feasible, Telrex pre - 
assemblies at the factory to save 

you t me and money 
at the site. 

¡ SUPERIOR RECEPTION - 
"Better By Design"... 

Rain or Shine-For UHF or 
VHF you can depend on Telrex 

for clearer, sharper pictures... 
finer sound reception. Near 

or far - city, suburb or rural 
area -there's a Telrex model 

enginee-ed for your par- 
ticu ar locality. Over 

e0 antenna types 
are included in the 

new Telrex catalog. Write 
,for your copy, today! 

"CONICAL -V -BEAMS"' 

AMERICA'S 

ASBURY PARK 5, 
NEW JERSEY 

ST4NDARD OF 

ilk By the MAKERS of the FA 'BEAMED POWER" COMMUNICA710141ARIES 
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1. Servicemen who are employed by Service Organizations. 

2. Servicemen employed by radio, TV Dealers. 

3. Independent servicemen who do not have business establishments. 

4. Employees of Distributors. 

5. Students enrolled in accredited Radio/TV Schools, Colleges, etc. 

6. Hobbyists and Experimenters. 
r 

Video Speed Servicing Sys- 
tems 

Rider's "TV Field Service 
Manual" data sheets 

Latest TV Installation and 
Maintenance Techniques for 
VHF and UHF 

Auto Radio Installation and 
Service 

Advanced Data on New Cir- 
cuitry 

Production Changes and field 
service data on receivers 

New Tubes 

New Test Equipment, ' opera- 
tion and application 

Hi-Fi installation and service 

New developments, such as 
transistors, color, UHF, etc. 

News of the trade 

Service Short Cuts & Shop 
Notes 

Explanation of difficult cir- 
cuits 

L 

RADIO-TV SERVICE DEALER 

67 W. 44 St., New York 36, N.Y. D NEW RENEWAL 

Gentlemen: Here is $1.00 for which enter my 2 -year subscription. (This rate applies in USA only., Elsewhere add $1 per year) 

Name - 

Address 

City Zone State 

Employed by (Name of firm) 

Firm's business address 

City Zone State 

Your Position or Title 

Check whether firm is: Service Organization or Dealer having Service Dept. 

If some other type of company describe 

IF STUDENT, Name of School 
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TV TROUBLE SHOOTING 

USING 
Key Test Points 

IN the previous articles of this series 
the servicing of the tuner, if strip, 

video amplifier section and the sound 
section was covered. This article deals 
with key test points in a section that 
can prove very puzzling to servicemen, 
the sync section. 

The Sync Section 

The purpose of the sync section is to 
remove the sync pulses from the com- 
posite video signal and amplify these 
pulses to a sufficient, amplitude level to 
properly lock in the horizontal and ver- 
tical deflection oscillators. This is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

The sync section in most receivers 
consists of three stages. The first stage 
is usually a sync preamplifier which per- 
forms a certain amount of separation 
and amplification. The second stage ac- 
complishes most of the clipping action 
by using either a large negative bias or 
a low plate voltage thereby not permit - 

by BOB DARGAN 

Part 4 of this series discusses the sync 

section, analyzes its circuitry, and tells 
how to use a meter to pinpoint defects. 

ting the unwanted picture and blanking 
information to pass through. The third 
stage amplifies the clipped signal which 
is then fed to the differentiating and 
integrating networks where separation 
of the horizontal and vertical sync 
pulses occurs. The output of the net- 
works should be clean sync pulses to 
be fed to the oscillator stages. 

The first step in servicing troubles 
that appear to be sync difficulties is to 
determine definitely that the trouble is 
not in some other section of the receiver 
but in the sync section. 

COMPOSITE 
VIDEO 

SIGNAL 

SYNC 
AMP. 

SYNC 
SEP. 

(CLIPPER) 

SYNC 
INVERTER 

(AMPLIFIER) SYNC 
TAKE- 
OFF 

INTEGRATOR 

VERT 
OSC. 

-I DIFFERENTIATOR 
HORI7, 
0s"C. 

Fig. I-Block diagram, with waveforms, of sync section. Here, sync 
pulses are removed from video signal and amplified for lock -in use. 

Vertical Blanking Bar 

1 he quickest and easiest means of 
confirming that the sync pulses are 
normal at the sync take-off point in the 
video amplifier stage is to examine the 
picture for the vertical blanking bars. 
If the picture is scrambled or out of 
sync due to the oscillator not being 
synced to the station signal, free -wheel 
(hand adjust) the oscillators so that 
the picture can be observed momen- 
tarily. Is the picture normal in that the 
high and low frequency information 
(detail and smear) is present? Natural- 
ly, if the picture signal does not con- 
tain the proper information there is no 
point in servicing the sync section un- 
til the other difficulties have been 
cleared up. 

Permit the picture to slowly roll and 
examine the vertical blanking bar. Re- 
duce the contrast or drive on the pic- 
ture tube and increase the brightness. 
This will cause the blanking bar to be 
more discernible, making the three dif- 
ferent levels stand out. There must be 
a distinct difference in shading between 
the sync pulses, blanking, and picture 
information. The sync pulses should be 
darker than the blanking pulses, which 
should be darker than the picture in- 
formation as shown in Fig. 2. This 
check reveals whether the sync infor- 
mation supplied to the sync stages is 
normal and of the proper amplitude. 

Horizontal Oscillator Circuit 
Now it is necessary to ascertain defi- 

nitely that the trouble is not in the 
horizontal or vertical oscillators or de- 
flection system. If the oscillator is not 
operating at the correct horizontal fre- 
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COMPOSITE 
VIDEO 

BLANKING LEVEL 

SIGNAL / ( Less dark than 
sync pulse level ) 

BLACKEST 
LEVEL 

arm. aniumm 

Fig. 2-The three signal levels. Sync 
pulse causes the darkest area. 

quency to permit stopping the picture 
momentarily, or the size and linearity 
of the picture is not proper, the diffi- 
culty is in the deflection section and is 
not likely to be in the sync stages. Along 
these lines difficulties that would result 
in an improper raster should also be 
cleared up as a preliminary step in sync 
servicing. 

An easy means of removing the pos- 
sibility of the horizontal oscillator cir- 
cuit as the reason for poor sync action 
or hook at the top of the picture is to 
pull out the sync separator or amplifier 
tube. This will permit the horizontal 
and vertical oscillators to be free- 
wheeled. Adjust the horizontal and ver- 
tical hold controls so that the picture 
can be made to stand still momentarily. 
Examine the sides of the picture. They 
should be perfectly straight, although 
possibly sloping diagonally across the 
picture tube. THIS IS IMPORTANT. 
If the sides of the picture are not abso- 
lutely straight, the trouble is associated 
with the horizontal oscillator circuit. If 
the coupling condenser from the sync 
circuit to the horizontal oscillator cir- 
cuit is leaking, the sides will be bent. 

Intermittent breakdown in the hori- 
zontal oscillator or output circuits will 
continue with the sync tube removed. 

The sync coupling condenser may be 
disconnected temporarily at the oscil- 
lator stage so that the horizontal sync 
pulses do not reach the horizontal os- 
cillator stage. One means of being 
sure that the horizontal sync coupling 
condenser is not leaking or has not de- 
veloped a high resistance is to measure 
between the open end of the condenser 
and chassis with a voltmeter. There will 
be a momentary surge of current when 
the set is turned on. After the surge the 
meter should not indicate any substan- 
tial current leak through the condenser. 
This condenser is very often the cause 
of pulling at the top of the picture. 
With the horizontal sync coupling con- 
denser disconnected, the vertical oscilla- 
tor will remain locked in sync. It will 
be an easy matter to examine the picture 
with only the horizontal hold control to 
adjust. 

Signal Tracing the Sync Stages 

There are a number of ways of con- 
firming that sync information is present 
in the sync stages in those cases where 
the oscillators are not synced in. The 
same type of checking can be performed 
in the sync stages as in the video ampli- 
fier stages. That is, the grids and plates 
can be scratched to determine if a sig- 
nal will pass through the system to the 
oscillators and thereby momentarily dis- 
turbing the deflection of the electron 
beam on the picture tube. Also when a 
meter is hooked to the components, the 
connections of the leads of either an 
output meter or a d -c voltmeter will 
momentarily disrupt or affect the os- 
cillators. 

The presence of sync information 
can be confirmed by connecting a .1 
uf condenser between the grid or plate 
of a sync stage and the top of the vol - 

SYNC 
TAKE-OFF 

-3 V. e+ 

SYNC 
AMP. 

SYNC SEP. 
(CLIPPER) 

B+ 

OUTPUT 
METER 

SYNC 
INVERTER 
(AMP) B+ 

VERT 
OSC. 

II 
TO HORIZ. 

OSC. 

Fig. 3-General type sync section showing points for meter hook-up. 

urne control. Vertical pulse bitzz in the 
speaker will indicate the sync signals 
are present in the circuit. With this 
method the signal can be followed 
from grid to plate in the sync stages. In 
the clipper stage, there will be a loss 
in amplitude due to the proper action 
of the stage which would have to be 
considered in the signal tracing process. 

Output Meter 

As in other stages of the television 
receiver, the existence of the pulses 
in the sync circuits can be determined 
with an output meter. If there are sync 
pulses at the different points in the 
system, there will be an indication on 
an output meter. Basically, this type of 
check is to show that the signals are 
present in the circuits and the amount 
of the output voltage meter reading is 
not important. See Fig. 3. 

Sync Circuit Bias Measurement 

Another means of checking stages is 
to measure the grid bias. As in other 
sections of the television receiver, if 
the signals are present there will be a 
negative grid bias because of the grid 
drawing current and charging up the 
coupling condenser. If bias is measured 
and it is not provided by a fixed source, 
it indicates the presence of signal volt- 
age. There are some stages where the 
negative voltage will be small. This is 
where the signal has been reduced to 
a low amplitude by the normal clipping 
action. 

Sync Coupling Condenser and 
Other Components 

A coupling condenser is used to con- 
nect the signal from one sync stage to 
the next. This coupling condenser is 
very important and is the cause of many 
sync difficulties. If the coupling con- 
denser should leak a small amount 
the negative bias on the grid of the 
coupled stage will be altered causing the 
stage to function improperly. Particu- 
larly suspect condensers which block 
high values of B -plus voltage as they 
are the most likely to cause trouble. 
This is probably the most frequent cause 
of sync difficulties. It is sometimes de- 
sirable to change these condensers in 
suspected circuits rather than waste time. 

Another condenser that can cause 
some headaches is the by-pass or filter 
condenser at the bottom of the plate 
load resistor of a sync stage. If the by- 
pass condenser should open up the ef- 
fective plate load on the amplifier is 
increased. Since amplification in any 
circuit is a function of the plate load 
resistance, too much amplification would 
result from the stage. The peak to 

[Continued on page 63] 
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SOLVED! Your TVtuner 
small parts problem! 

Get the handy, all -new 
--, 

C Tuner 
Replacement 

Parts Kit 
No. ion 

IN TV IT'S STANDARD 

Sla#idaìul 
COIL PRODUCTS CO.,INC,. 

CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BANGOR, MICH. 
NO. DIGHTON, MASS. 

Export Agent: 
Rocke International Corporation, 13 E. 40th St., New York City 

THE STANDARD TUNER 
(not included in kit) 

Now ... 104 small TV tuner parts are at your fingertips 

in one convenient, low-cost kit that's sturdy, compact, 

fully labeled for quick reference. You get the most - 

called -for parts servicing Standard tuners series TV -200, 

TV -1500, TV -2000 and TV -2200. Each item is individ- 

ually boxed, except the very small. 

More Profit-$25.03 worth of tuner parts for only $22.50. 

Save Time-Hard-to-find tuner parts right at hand for 
quick, sure selection. 

Build Customer Goodwill-Replace tuner parts direct 
from your Standard kit, so your customer will know 

each part is completely new. 

Plan now to speed up your service work, bring new 

order and efficiency to every job. Get your Standard 
tuner replacement parts kits today! Call, write or wire 
your parts jobber, or address Standard Coil Products 

Co., Inc., 2085 N. Hawthorne Ave., Melrose Park, III. 
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FOR GREATER PROFITS 

Video Speed 

SPEED UP YOUR 
SERVICING 

with 
THIS NEW BOOK 

which shows you how to take care of and repair in 
the quickest possible time: 

Common troubles characteristic of certain 
receivers 
"Bugs" which might take you hours to find 
Factory and field service changes 

SET UP SO THAT YOU CAN MAKE THESE 

REPAIRS IN THE SHOP OR IN THE FIELD 

WITHOUT REFERENCE TO ANY OTHER 

SOURCE. 

Contains over 600 Service 
Items representing over 1000 
of the most -serviced Televi- 
sion models now in use. 

Over 25 different manufac- 
turers' lines are covered. 

Servicing Systems IS GUARANTEED to Simplify Servicing All 

$4 .95 
postpaid 

Add 3°ó Sales Tax 
in New York City 

DISTRIBUTORS-ORDER 
YOUR SUPPLY NOW! 

Service Dealers-get your copy 
of VSSS from your Distributor. 
If he can't supply you, order 
direct by mall from us. 

TV sets. A number of new 

Data Items are published in every issue of "Radio -Television Service Dealer" as a regular monthly feature. 

r TEAR OFF AND MAIL NOW 

RADIO-TELEVISIDN SERVICE DEALER 

67 West 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y. 

Please send me post-paid VIDEO SPEED SERVICING SYSTEMS Volume 1. Enclosed herewith is 

my check money order for $ for copies at $4.95 each. (Add 3`í Sales Tax in New York City) 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
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MAGNAVOX 
CHASSIS DIFFERENCES 

TV FIELD SERVICE 
Pre -published from Rider "TV Field Service Manuals" 

by Rider & Abber9 

Copyright 1954, John F. Rider P.NNher, her. 

CHASSIS PICTURE CONTROL 

NO. AUDIO TUBE PANEL NO. SYMBOL TUBE FUNCTION 

CT 331A, B Internal 20CP4A 
CT 331C, E Internal 20CP4A 
CT 332A, B External 20CP4A 
CT 332C, E External 20CP4A 
CT 333A, B Internal 17BP4A 
CT 333C, E Internal 17BP4A 
CT 334A, B External 17BP4A 
CT 334C, E External 17BP4A 
CT 335A, B Internal* 17BP4A 
CT 335C, E Internal* 17BP4A 
CT 336A, B External 17BP4A 
CT 336C, E External 17BP4A 
CT 337A, B internal** 20CP4A 
CT 337C, E Internal** 20CP4A 
CT 338A, B External 16TP4 
CT 338C, E, J External 16TP4 

1 

3 
2 
4 
1 

3 
2 
4 
1 

3 
2 
4 
1 

3 
2 
4 

V204 6AU6 Video det. 1st Audio I -F 

V205 6CB6 Video ampi. 
V206 6AU6 AGC ampi. 
V207 (See List) Picture tube 
V301A 1/212AX7 Noise Invertor 
V301B 1/212AX7 Sync separator 
V302A 1/265N7 Sync ampi. 
V302B 1/26SN7 Sync clipper 
V303 6SN7 Vertical MV 
V304 6W6GT Vertical output 
V401A 1/26SN7GT Hor. AFC 
V401B 1/26SN7GT Hor. osc. 
V402 6BQ6 Hor. output 
V403 1B3 H. V. Rectifier 
V404 6W4 Damper 
V501 5U4G L. V. Rectifier 

CT 339C, E Internal* 20CP4A 
CT 340A, B External 20CP4A 

3 

2 Key Voltages 

CT 340C, E External 20CP4A 4 All voltages are measured between tube pins and chassis. 

CT 341D Internal 21FP4A 
CT 341K Internal 21FP4A 
CT 342D External 21FP4A 

3 

6 
4 

B+ voltage, plate of damper tube, V404, pin 5 250V DC 

Boosted B+ voltage, cath. of damper tube. 
V404 pin 3 410V DC 

CT 343D, K Internal 17HP4 
CT 344D, K Internal 17HP4 

3 
4 

Plate voltage of Vert. Osc., V303 pin 2 35V DC 
pin 5 30V DC 

CT 345D, K Internal* 17HP4 
CT 346D Internal 21FP4A 
CT 347D, K Internal* 20HP4A 
CT 348D, K External 20HP4A 

3 
3 

3 
4 

Plate voltage of Vert. Out. V304, pin3 220V DC 

Plate voltage of Hor. Osc. V401 pin 2 290V DC 

Grid voltage of Hor. Out. V402 pin 5 -30V DC 

CT 349D, K Internal* 20HP4A 3 Filament wiring 
CT 350D, K Internal** 20HP4A 3 All tube filaments are connected in parallel. 
CT 350H internal** 20HP4A 5 

CT 351E Internal 21EP4A 3 OPERATION AND INSTALLATION 
CT 351F Internal 21EP4A 5 

CT 351J Internal 21EP4A 6 1. Plug the receiver into the AC outlet. 

CT 352E, J External 21EP4A 4 2. Turn the receiver on by turning the PICTURE OFF - 
CT 353E, J internal* 21EP4A 3 ON control to the right about 1/2 turn. 
CT 354D, K External 17HP4 4 
CT 355D, K External 20HP4A 4 3. Adjust the BRIGHTNESS control for suitable picture 

CT 356K Internal 17HP4 3 brilliance. If no light appears, it may be limited by 

CT 357K Internal 20HP4A 3 incorrect adjustment of the ion trap. Adjustment of 

this trap is as follows: 
*Connections for radio tuner. Turn the brightness control fully clockwise and ad- 

**Vertical Mounting. just the ion trap until light appears on the screen. 
Reduce the brilliance to a point near extinction by 

TUBE COMPLEMENT 
turning the brightness control counter -clockwise. Re- 

adjust the ion trap for maximum brilliance. 
SYMBOL TUBE FUNCTION It may be necessary to reduce the brilliance still 

V1 6BC5 R -F Ampl. 
V2A 1/212AT7 Mixer 

further and readjust the ion trap for maximum bril- 
liance. 

V2B 1/212AT7 Oscillator The final adjustment should now be made for maxi- 

V101 6AU6 Limiter mum brightness with the brightness control in full 

V102A 1/26T8 Discriminator clockwise position. 
V102B 1/26T8 1st Audio ampi. 
V103 6V6GT Audio output 

4. Turn the CHANNEL SELECTOR to the desired chan- 
nel number. 

V201 6CB6 1st Video I -F 
V202 6CB6 2nd Video I -F 5. Adjust the FINE TUNING control for best picture 

V203 6BC5/6AG5 3rd Video I -F [Continued on page 44] 
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MAGNAVOX TROUBLE SHOOTING CHART 

NO SOUND -NO RASTER 

Power input circuit 
V501 

NO RASTER -SOUND OK 
HV Fuse (F501) 
Brightness control 
Ion trap 
V207, V401, V402, V403, V404 
HV xformer Hor. yoke CRT connections 

WEAK PIX-SOUND AND RASTER OK 
Tuner fine tuning 
Contrast control 
V2, V201, V202, V203, V205, V206 

POOR HOR. LIN. 
Hor. Drive and Lin. Controls 
V401, V402, V404 
Check 0.047 and 0.1 mf caps. connected to Hor. Lin. 
coil 

POOR VERT. LIN. 
Vert. Lin. and Height controls 
V303, V304 
Check 0.047 and 0.1 mf caps. connected to pin 5 of 

V303 

PIX JITTER SIDEWAYS 
Hor. Hold, Freq., Stab. and Lock controls 
V302, V401, V402 
Check 0.022 and 0.047 mf caps. connected to pin 6 of 

V401 
Check 82 and 47 mmf caps. connected to pin 4 of V401 

SMEARED PIX 
Tuner fine tuning 
V2, V201, V202, V203, V205, V206 
Check 0.1 mf caps. connected to pin 11 of V207 
Check Vid. Peaking coils 
IF and RF alignment 

POOR PIX DETAIL 
Tuner fine tuning 
Focus control 
V201, V202, V203, V205, V206, V207 
Check Vid. Peaking coils 
IF and RF alignment 

SOUND BARS IN PIX 
Tuner fine tuning 
V1, V2, V201, V202, V203, V205 
IF and RF alignment 

SNOW IN PIX 
V1, V2, V201. V202, V203, V206 
Antenna and transmission line 

AC IN PIX (DARK HOR. BAR) 
VI, V2, V201, V202, V203, V205, V206 

ENGRAVED EFFECT IN PIX 
Tuner fine tuning 
Contrast control 
V1, V2. V201, V202, V203, V205, V206, V207 
Check Vid. Peaking coils 

VERT. BARS 

Hor. Drive control 
V402, V404 
Check 0.1 mf cap. connected to Hor. Lin. coil 
Check damping network connected to yoke terminals 

1 and 2 
Defl. yoke ringing 

PIX BENDING 
Hor. Hold, Freq., Stab. and Lock controls 
V301, V302, V401, V402 

AUDIO HUM IN SOUND 
V101, V102, V103 

DISTORTED SOUND 
Tuner fine tuning 
Tone control 
V2, V101, V102, V103, V204 
Check 0.01 mf cap. connected to pin 5 of V103 
Sound and Vid. IF alignment T-204 
Det. alignment T-101 

NO SOUND-PIX OK 
Tuner fine tuning 
Volume control 
V101, V102, V103 
Speaker (open voice coil or defective connection) 
Sound and Vid. IF alignment T-204 
Det. alignment T-101 

WEAK SOUND-PIX OK 
Tuner fine tuning 
Volume and Tone controls 
V2, V101, V102, V103 
Sound and Vid. IF alignment T-204 
Det. alignment T-101 

NOISY SOUND-PIX OK 
Volume and Tone controls 
V101, V102, V103 
Check sound system for loose connections 
Speaker 
Sound IF and Det. alignment T-204, T-101 

SYNC. BUZZ IN SOUND 
Tuner fine tuning 
V2, V101, V102, V201, V204, V206 
Sound IF and Det. alignment T-101, T-204 

INTERMITTENT SOUND-PIX OK 
V101, V102, V103 
Poor connections in sound system 

WEAK OR NO PIX-SOUND WEAK -RASTER OK 
Tuner fine tuning 
Contrast control 
V1, V2, V201, V202, V203, V206 
RF and IF alignment 

INTERMITTENT RASTER -SOUND OK 
Brightness control 
V207, V401, V402, V403, V404 
HV xformer 
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RASTER BLOOMING 
Hor. Drive control 
V207, V402, V403, V404, V501 
Check HV Filter cap. 
Check 1 meg S2 res. connected to 
HV Filter cap. 

INSUFFICIENT BRIGHTNESS 
Ion trap 
Brightness and Hor. Drive control 
V207, V401, V402, V403, V404, 
V501 
Check 3.9K Q res. and 0.047 mf 
cap. connected to pin 4 or V402 
Low line voltage 

EXCESSIVE RASTER (PIX SIZE) 

Hor. Drive, Width and Height 
controls 
V402, V403 

INSUFFICIENT RASTER WIDTH 
Hor. Drive and Width controls 
V401, V402, V404, V501 
Check 470 and 1000 mmf cap. con- 
nected to terminal "D" of Hor. 
Osc. Trans. 
Low line voltage 

INSUFFICIENT RASTER HEIGHT 
Vert. Lin. and Height controls 
V303, V304, V501 
Check 0.1 and 0.047 mf caps. con- 
nected to pin 5 or V303 
Vert. Out. Trans. 
Low line voltage 

NO VERT. DEFL. 

V303, V304 
Check 0.1 and 0.047 mf caps. con- 
nected to pin 5 or V303 
Check 4700 mmf cap. connected 
to pins 2 and 4 of V303 
Vert Defl. yoke 
V. O. T. 

NO VERT. SYNC.-HOR. SYNC. OK 
Vert. Hold control 
Vert. Int. Network 
V302, V303 
Check 6800 mmf and 10K Q res. 
connected to pin 2 or V303 

NO HOR. OR VERT. SYNC.-PIX 
SIGNAL OK 

V206, V301, V302, V401 
Check 0.047 mf cap. connected to 
pin 1 of V301 

NO HOR. SYNC-VERT. SYNC. OK 
Hor. Hold, Freq. Stab. and Lock 
controls 
V302, V401, V402 
Check 150 mmf cap. connected to 
pin 1 of V401 

C 3A) YOKE ALIGNMENT 
SCREWS 

CENTERING 
LEVER 

FOCUS ADJ 

PICTURE TUBE ADJUSTMENTS 

Art 
V.01 

IIAfER Oi e OI0 O' EOO O= 1ST VID 

® 
D 

o 
o I 

VIO Y. 

o 

!"7.1r.1 

n° 

AEG 0301 

VEDE 

STxO GLIAPER 

Y11TER 

V101 

O 0 0 0 0 O°°O 
Ooc. osc: 

nTI01 
sTAW10 

xVREGT 
V.OD 
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.cxZ.OUTPUT 
EOx 

0 
VERT UV 

OE 

O 
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° 

n 
o 

o 

MOP OUTPUT 

VERTICAL HOLD 
1A as" ONLY 
VERTICAL HEIGHT 
ALL OTHERS 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

TOP VIEW OF CHASSIS 

O ° 
° 

- VERTICAL HEIGHT 
"A a B" ONLY 
HORIZONTAL HOLD 

"ALL OTHERS" 

o 

--V uNER 
SCY' CxAxxEl 5[LEGTOR 

HORIZONTAL - 
SIZE 

COLOR CONVERTER - VERTICAL 
OUTPUT LINEARITY 

HORIZONTAL DRIVE 
ALL EXCEPT LATE 

"J a K" 

HORIZONTAL - 

- SPEAKER 
SOCKET 

- HORIZONTAL 
LOCK LINEARITY 

REAR CONTROLS 
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[from page 41] 

quality. Do not tune for loudest sound as a distorted 
picture may result. 

6. Adjust the PICTURE control for the proper degree 
of black, gray and white. With the brilliance at a 
point near extinction advance the control until suf- 
ficient picture detail appears without over -shading 
the light areas of the picture. 

7. Adjust the VERTICAL HOLD control so the picture 
holds in vertical sync. If the picture rolls up or down, 
turn the control knob so the roll is downward, then 
turn it in the opposite direction until the picture locks 
in frame. 

8. If the picture pulls out of horizontal sync, it can be 
brought back by adjustment of the HORIZONTAL 
HOLD control. 

9. Adjust the FOCUS control so the lines making up the 
raster are clear and distinct. 

10. Adjust the HEIGHT and VERTICAL LINEARITY 
controls so the picture just fills the mask and the line- 
arity is uniform from top to bottom. Adjustment of 
either the vertical hold, vertical linearity or vertical 
height controls will slightly affect the other controls 
and readjustments may be necessary. 

11. Adjust the HORIZONTAL DRIVE trimmer for the 
most drive consistent with good linearity. Turn it to 
the point where compression at the middle of the pic- 
ture occurs, and then reduce it slightly. 

12. Adjust the HORIZONTAL LINEARITY control for 
the most linear picture. Caution: There may be two 
positions of the slug which seem to provide horizontal 
linearity. Use the one which places the slug nearest 
all the way in. 

13. Adjust the HORIZONTAL SIZE slug for proper width. 

14. HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL CENTERING of the 
picture is accomplished by moving the centering lever 
on the front side of the focus magnet. Readjustment 
of the ion trap may be necessary after this plate has 
been adjusted. On receivers using electrostatic focus 
picture tubes, HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL CEN- 
TERING is accomplished by adjusting the CENTER- 
ING DEVICE located on the neck of the tube immedi- 
ately behind the deflection coil. Properly adjusted, 
the ears of the CENTERING DEVICE will be to the 
right side when facing the back of the unit. 

15. If it is necessary to make any large adjustments 
(greater than a fraction of a turn) of the horizontal 
drive trimmer, a check should be made of the range 
of the horizontal hold control. The following sequence 
should be used. 
a. Rotate the horizontal hold control fully clockwise 

and the picture should show a vertical blanking bar 
just emerging from the left side. 

b. Rotate the horizontal hold control full counter- 
clockwise. The picture should remain in sync. 

c. Switch off channel and then back on channel. Pic- 
ture may come in immediately or diagonal bars 
may appear. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

FRONT PANEL CONTROL CHART 

PICTURf 

0 0 0 0 
OFF -ON VOI. NORIO ORT 

TUNING 

PICTURE 

OFF -ON NOTIZ BRT 

UNiNG 

PICTURE 

0 0 
OFF -ON VERT 

° 
o 

°\\\ 

0 e E 

ORT 

d. If diagonal bars are present, turn the horizontal 
hold control clockwise slowly. The number of 
diagonal bars will reduce, and after three bars are 
reached a slight additional rotation of the control 
in a clockwise direction should result in the pic- 
ture locking in sync. If the picture does not lock in 
until after two bars are reached, the horizontal 
lock trimmer needs to be adjusted. When less than 
two bars are present, adjust the trimmer slightly 
in a counter -clockwise direction. In the J and K 
versions, the LOCK trimmer was replaced with a 
fixed capacitor. 

e. After making this adjustment check the pull in 
range again. With the horizontal hold control full 
counter -clockwise, switch off channel then back on. 
If diagonal bars appear, rotate the hold control 
clockwise slowly. The picture should lock in sync, 
with a slight rotation of the control, after three 
bars are reached. If necessary repeat the lock trim- 
mer adjustment and then check until correct ad- 
justment is attained. If this condition can not be 
obtained, check horizontal alignment, as outlined 
in alignment section. 

Note-On sets with electrostatic focus picture tubes, the 
focus coil is omitted. Focusing is accomplished by adjust- 
ing the focus control on rear apron of chassis and to the 
left of the high voltage compartment. 
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ASSOCIATION NEWS 
[from page 30] 

SPRTTA 

'Hie Southern Pennsylvania Radio 
and Television Technicians Association 
reports a recent business meeting of 
its board of directors. Officers are: 
Joseph Hauser, president; Eugene Kline- 
dinst, educational program chairman; 
Willard Strayer, correspondence secre- 
tary and membership solicitor. The 
board decided to meet each first and 
third Monday of each month. 

RTGLI 

The "Guild" News, new monthly 
paper of the Radio Television Guild of 
Long Island, made its first public ap- 
pearance here recently. The News is an 
attractive little 6 -page printed journal 
containing news and views of the as- 
sociation's affairs, as well as an informa- 
tive article on "Flyback Transformer 
Testing" by Jack Buck, and interesting 
items on the background of the Guild. 
Congratulations to editor Murray Bar- 
lowe and his associates. 

ARTSD (Columbus, O.) 
Station WTVN (Channel 6), Co- 

lumbus, Ohio, is giving a series of spot 
announcements calling to the attention 
of TV viewers the principles and code 
of ethics under which members of 
ARTSD operate. 

A recent Raytheon "Service Saver" 
Meeting, conducted by Bill Ashby held 
over 250 technicians "glued to their 
seats" ARTSD reports. 

Radio Old Timers Party 
William C. McFadden (right), a 

manufacturers' representative from Co- 
lumbus, Ohio, and secretary of the 
Radio Old Timers organization reviews 

notes on last year's gala party with fel- 
low Ohioan, Earl H. Dietrich, also a 
Rep of Cleveland, former secretary of 
the group composed of veterans of the 
radio and electronics industry. The 
Radio Old Timers annual reunion, 
regularly one of the highlights of the 
Electronics Part Show held here in 
May, is being organized by Mr. Mc- 
Fadden. 

entirely new INEXPENSIVE series 

RIDER MANUALS 
specialized for SPECIAL BRANDS! 

2'/2 years of production average in each volume 
Never Before Could You Get Valuable 
Rider Servicing Data At Such Low Cost! 

Now at last you can buy complete factory -accurate, factory - 
prepared servicing data by particular brand. RIDER offers 11 
volumes covering HOME & PORTABLE RADIOS produced 
from June 1951 to December 1953. RIDER specialized Man- 
uals contain the saute accurate-complete-reliable radio infor- 
mation which has been the basis of the famous, large Radio 
Manuals. Specialized RIDER Radio Manuals will be issued in 
the future to cover home and portable radios produced before 
1951 and new models to be made in later years. 

me C tiartabte 

aaQfo 
Manual 

Aadi< 

RCM 

*tome C tbrlabla 
Radio 
Manual 

orne L Portable 
Radio 
Manual 

4eme & Portable' 
Radio 
Manual 

dollar for dollar it has no equal! 
Comparable information from other data 

sources costs you from 5 to 20 times as much! 
1 Covers Admiral. :11Iied, Arvin, Automatic, Bendix $1.65 
2 Covers Bogen, CBS COLUM13L1, Capeliart, Farnsworth, Crosley $1.65 
3 Covers DeWald, Emerson, Fada, Firestone $1.65 
4 Covers Gamble Skogmo, General Electric, Goodrich, Hallicrafters 

Jackson $1.65 
5 Covers Jewel, Magnavox, Meek, Mitchell, Montgomery Ward $1.65 
6 Covers Motorola, Olympic, Packard Bell $1.65 
7 Covers Philco $2.40 
8 Covers RCA $1.65 
9 Covers Radio Craftsman, Raytheon, Sears Roebuck, Sentinel, 

Setchell Carlson, Sonora, Sparton $1.65 
10 Covers Spiegel, Stewart Carlson, Sylvania, Tele -King, Trav-ler $1.65 
11 Covers Wells Gardner, \\ estern Auto, \\ e.tinghouse, Zenith $1.65 

WRITE FOR THE COMPLETE 32 PAGE RIDER CATALOG. 

Buy these books now from your jobber, bookstore - if not avail- 
able from these sources, write to: 

Jß&Y F /1E9 PUBLISHER, INC. 

480 Canal Street, New York 13, N. Y. :: ä wo..,... 

:w:;=.ï_::rb 
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Radial typa projectors and 
pcging :peckers with 
360° dispersion for maxi 
mum cove -age at lowest 
cost and ease of 
installation. -/`' -i l 

if 

I.{ 

Wide angle and bi-direc- 
tional types for covering 
broad areas with a mini- 
mum of speakers under nor- 
mal ambient noise levels. 

ReRex trumpets in various 
sizes for incomparable 
efficiency, distance and 
nose penetration. 

FREE -illustrated copy of the 
University Technilog Complete up - 
to -dote manual of sound theory, 
application and installation require- 
ments SEND for your copy today. 

IT AN'1 
BE DONE! 

Yet many have attempted to try it. 

The round hole needs a round peg- 
custom-fit to meet the need. In the 
choice of a speaker, just as in the 

choice of the peg, the point of applica- 
tion,should be the governing factor. 

So why waste loudspeaker capacity 
and amplifier power using the wrong 
speaker for the ¡ob? University makes 

available over 50 different models of 
speakers, each designed to meet a 

particular requirement most efficiently. 
University loudspeakers are appli- 
cation engineered to provide 
optimum performance with maxi- 
mum economy-technically and cost - 

wise. 

Whether the need is for music or 
voice, or both-for either indoor or 
outdoor use; whether in a fixed posi- 

tion in a factory or for mobile use on 

a vehicle, boat, train or airplane ... 
there's a University speaker that can 

do the job best. Don't spend more 
for more than you need ... CHECK 
UNIVERSITY FIRST! 

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS INC. 
80 SOUTH KENSICO AVENUE WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. 
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Get Started in P. A. 
by GENE HESSEL 

Chief Engineer, Air -Tone Sound & Recording Co., Philadelphia 

Fig. I-Equipment at right was used in one installation by 

Air -Tone (Gimbel's Thanksgiving Day parade in Philadelphia). 

TODAY there are thousands of ready - 
trained, thoroughly -qualified, and 

experienced men skirting around the 
edge of an undeveloped field just wait- 
ing to be exploited. 

I refer, of course, to the field of pub- 
lic address systems and large-scale 
amplification. To the men who have 
served their apprenticeship in radio 
service and repair and who are thor- 
oughly at ease in an electronic environ- 
ment, this field of amplification consti- 
tutes an unlimited opportunity to move 
into a very lucrative and hitherto al- 
most completely neglected phase of the 
sound and radio industry. 

Never before has opportunity beck- 
oned so invitingly and never before has 
it been so blithely ignored. Apparently, 
it's all a matter of perspective, the men 
closest to the field, and, necessarily, the 
ones in a position to profit most from 
its exploitation seem to be the men who 
are least aware of its excellent possibili- 
ties. 

The public address field is literally 

Fig. 2-Cluster of p.a. speakers set 
up for announcements and music. 

no more than amplified radio service. 
It's the field of sound magnified and 
projected to the farthest corner of the 
stadium, auditorium, or concert hall. It 
consists of on -the -spot radio service, and, 
of course, calls for radio men. Those 
men who are familiar with the problems 
peculiar to sound and men who can call 
upon a solid radio background to help 
in their solution. 

The radio man doesn't have to invest 
in any more equipment than that with 
which he is currently carrying on his 
business. The tools of the trade will 
remain identical and the period of ad- 
justment usually required in any change- 
over becomes, for the most part, non- 
existent. His tube checking equipment, 
radio repair kit, test material of all kinds 
can immediately be brought into play 
when he starts in on public address and 
large-scale amplification. There are very 
few fields of endeavor so closely asso- 
ciated and allied as these fields of radio 
service and sound amplification, but in 
spite of their basic and inherent simi- 
larity, there are countless radio men 
who fail to recognize the enormous po- 
tential and, worse still, refuse to do any- 
thing constructive about it. It might be 
well for the radio man to look upon 
these two fields as a blending of two 
elements. Just as two rivers meet at a 
common junction and go on from that 
point to form a larger watercourse, gain- 
ing in intensity and power, so, too, can 
the radio man of today flow into the 
field of public address and take with 
him all the skill and experience acquired 
from his years in radio and broaden im- 
measurably the scope of an already 
huge and practically untouched market. 

Where are these golden opportuni- 
ties? To find them, just look around. 
They're in the schools of our country, 
on the athletic fields and playgrounds, 
amusement parks, municipal buildings, 
city streets, supermarkets, restaurants, 
churches, railroad stations, buildings de- 
voted to cultural pursuits; museums, 
galleries, etc. 

The public has never been so sound - 
conscious before. Witness the trend in 
the theater industry for example. Every 
new film process carries with it some 

highly -touted innovation in sound. 
There's stereophonic sound, high- 
fidelity sound, three-D sound, deep -di- 
mension sound, Cinerama sound, etc. 
In countless ways the scope of sound 
application has been broadened al- 
most beyond belief. Advertisers are 
more aware of it than at any other time 
in history and for that reason, the pub- 
lic consciously or otherwise is becom- 
ing more and more aware of the im- 
portance of good sound. 

Where then, is this good sound to 
come from? It can come from only one 
source. Good sound engineers. And, 
who and where are the good sound en- 
gineers? They are the men who have 
made radio and sound and the study 
of their combined peculiarities their 
life's work, and they can be found at 
the benches of the radio shops through- 
out this country. They constitute the 
backbone of sound as an industry and 
it is these men who must necessarily be 

[Continued on page 561 

Fig. 3-(Paging systems are used in- 
creasingly on subway surface lines. 
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AUTO ATIC gain control (agc) is a 
means whereby a bias voltage which 

is directly related to the strength of 
the received signal is applied to either 
the if amplifiers, the rf amplifiers or 
both. In television, agc is employed 
for two reasons. First, to maintain the 
contrast level constant in the presence 
of stations with different radiated out- 
put powers, and second to keep the 
signal input to the sync system con- 
stant. Early TV sets without agc re- 
turned the grids of the controlled 
stages to a potentiometer (contrast 
control) in the negative return system 
(Fig. 1). 

The most common agc system for a 
long time was the average type (Fig. 2). 
In this system, the video detector out- 
put is applied to R2 (the detector load 

Fig. I-Early sets used no AGC; re- 
turned grids to contrast control. 

resistor). and to the filter consisting of 
R3, R4, R5, Cl and C2. Since the 
direction of electron flow is toward 
ground, the voltage at the top of the 
detector load is negative. Cl charges 
through R3, and C2 charges through 
R5, until the voltages are equal. The 

time constants in both circuits are long 
enough to prevent the charge from 
leaking off over a reasonable period 
of time. For this reason rapid changes 
in signal levels have no effect on the 
bias developed. The full agc voltage 
is applied to the if grids and the re- 
duced agc is applied to the rf am- 
plifier grid. It has been found that 
the most effective operation is ob- 
tained under' these conditions. 

Peak AGC Systems 

The "average" type system worked 
well while most sets were in primary 
reception areas. As installations were 
made farther and farther from prime 
reception areas, new problems arose. 
The main problem was the wide sig- 
nal strength variations between dif- 
ferent stations. These variations had 
a range between 100 to 600 microvolts 
depending on the distance of the sta - 

Fig. 2-"Average" type AGC caused trouble in fringe areas. 

Fig. 3-Weak signal; dark scene. 
(B) Strong signal; light scene. 

tion from the receiver. Noise pulses 
on weak stations naturally became of 
increasing importance. These matters 
brought out two limitations in the 
"average" type system which were not 
evident on strong stations. These 
limitations were caused by the effect 
of the background brightness on the 
average dc level at the detector and 
the poorer signal to noise ratio in 
fringe areas. 

The signal at the video detector is 
the result of both the video informa- 
tion, and a dc level, the latter being a 
function of the overall brightness of 
the scanned scene. Figure 3 shows the 
relationship between brightness level, 
video information and the average 
dc. It also shows how a dark scene in 
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Push the tube that 

PROTECTS YOU TWO WAYS! 

SYLVANIA 
PICTURE TUBES 
GUARD YOUR 

REPUTATION 
AND PROFITS! 

Be sure to show your customers the name 
SYLVANIA now etched on the lower left 
face of every Sylvania Picture Tube. 

These letters are small in size (imper- 
ceptible when the tube is lighted), but 
they're mighty big in importance! For, 
they identify a genuine Sylvania Picture 
Tube ...the tube found best in exhaustive 
tests conducted by an independent labo- 
ratory on tubes of 9 different makes. 

Naturally, this high performance rec- 
ord helps maintain your reputation. It 

also helps protect your profits ... elimi- 
nates customer complaints and costly 
call-backs. 

Remember, most customers regard a 
picture tube as an important investment. 
So, you're doing them a valuable service 
when you sell them the best their money 
can buy ... a SYLVANIA! For new char- 
acteristics booklet covering all the latest 
Sylvania Picture Tubes, call your regular 
Sylvania Distributor or write direct to 
Dept. 4R-3904 Sylvania today! 

SYLIÁNI 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

Univer 

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Lid. 
ty Tower Bldg., St. Catherine Street, Montreal, P. Q. 

LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Sylvania Television 
Program telling millions! 

Most of your customers have 

seen and heard about Sylvan- 
ia's high quality during the 
big popular show "Beat the 
Clock" on CBS -TV. Week aft- 
er week, from coast to coast, 
the facts about Sylvania qual- 
ity are being demonstrated to 
millions. 

Get this new booklet 
for your files! 
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Fig. 5-Partial schematic, Arvin model 2160, showing peak AGC system and 
delay bias voltage applied to AGC. 

a weak signal and a bright scene on a 

strong signal may develop an average 
dc which has the same amplitude. It 
is obvious that we do not want the 
same agc developed for both of these 
stations, but this is actually what can 
happen on an average type agc system. 
Noise has a similar effect in changing 

Fig. 4-Basic peak AGC system. 

the average dc level. The overall TV 
has a component which is directly re- 
lated to the carrier level and does not 
vary with the picture information. 
This is the sync pulse. An agc system 
determined by the amplitude of the 
sync pulse, therefore, may be used to 
establish the signal strength of a par- 
ticular station. ,. 

Peak AGC and Keyed AGC 

The peak type agc system and the 
keyed age system which is a special 
type of peak agc utilize the above 
principle. Figure 4 shows an equiva- 
lent basic peak agc circuit. In this 
system, a separate diode is needed. 
The time constants of this type of cir- 
cuit are much longer than in the 
"average" agc circuits. As a result, the 
diode charges Cl to the full value of 
the sync pulse. Because of the long 
time constant Cl just about begins to 
discharge when the next sync pulse 
comes along and charges it again. 

In most commercial designs of peak 
agc systems, it will be found that a 
delay bias voltage is applied to the agc, 
so that it does not function until the 
station strength is high enough to re- 
quire it. Generally, as in the Arvin 
Model #2160, (Fig. 5), this delay is a 
function of the contrast control so that 
as the control is set for a weak station, 
the delay voltage is applied. 

In order to obtain this delay char- 
acteristic, the circuit operates as fol- 
lows. Consider a video signal at the 
junction of C126 and the 1N64 video 
detector. The rf path through C127 
will be applied to the 1N64 agc rec- 
tifier. The resultant rectified current 
will flow through R194 and the por- 
tion of R1 set by the center arm of the 
contrast control. At the junction of 
R38, R37, and C127, a negative volt- 
age is developed which is proportional 
to the sync peak value because of the 
time constant of the affected circuit. 

Notice that a slight positive voltage 
is present at the junction of R191, 
R45, and the cathode of the age 
rectifier. This voltage is a result of the 
voltage divider action of R45, R194, 
and the "X" amount of contrast con- 
trol resistance. This positive voltage 
delays conduction of the agc rectifier 
until the video signal reaches an am- 
plitude greater than this positive volt- 
age. By increasing the amount of "X" 
resistance, this positive voltage is in- 
creased resulting in greater delay ac- 
tion. 

In the ordinary operation of the re- 
ceiver, a weak signal demands a lower 
bias on the video amplifier, meaning 
more of "X" in the circuit. This 
means a greater age delay voltage 
which is just what we wanted. 

In Fig. 5, note that, in addition to 
the delay bias, there is a local -distance 
switch. When the switch is in the 

distance position, the minimum agc 
which is developed even with contrast 
control in the minimum position is 

removed from the rf amplifier grid. 

Keyed AGC Systems 

A special type of the peak agc sys- 

tem which has become about the most 
popular in recent years is the "keyed" 
agc type. This circuit is shown in Fig. 
6. Note that the cathode is returned 
to B+ through R1 and R2. The grid 
is returned to the junction of R1 and 
R2 through R3. As a result both are 
positive with respect to ground. Since 
the cathode is more positive than the 
grid, a bias is established. The plate 
is connected to ground through R4; 
therefore, if any plate current can be 
made to flow through R4, the voltage 
at the plate will be negative with re- 
spect to ground. 

The circuit depends on the hori- 
zontal sync pulse which occurs when 
the electron beam of the CRT is being 
retraced to the beginning of the next 
line. During retrace, a pulse is de- 
veloped in the horizontal transformer 
by the collapse of the scanning trace. 
In most keyed agc systems this pulse is 
taken off through a voltage divider and 
fed to the plate of the keying tube. 
The pulse here is generally between 

Fig. 6-Typical keyed AGC system. 

400 to 500 volts peak -to -peak. If the 
tube is not in a cut-off condition, this 
pulse will cause plate current to flow 
through R4. This establishes the pre- 
viously mentioned negative voltage 
with respect to ground. The amplitude 
of this plate current pulse is deter- 
mined by the voltage at the grid. 

The bias is set so that the sync 
pulse will take the tube out of the 
cut-off condition. The stronger the 
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Fig. 7-Partial schematic, RCA KCS -66, showing keyed AGC system using 

separate lines for RF and IF stages. 

received signal, the greater the sync 
pulse. As the sync pulse amplitude 
increases, plate current increases, and 
the negative voltage developed across 
R4 increases. The resulting voltage 
wave form across R4 is then filtered by 
means of Cl, C2, C3, R5, and R6. 
The time constant of this filter net- 
work is small in comparison to that 
found in other agc systems, for the 
simple reason that it is based on the 
15.75 kc horizontal sync cycle rather 
than on the 60 cycle vertical sync 
pulse. One of the effects of this action 
is that the rapid variations in signal 
resulting from the passage of planes 
overhead is minimized. Since the tube 
only conducts while the sync pulse and 
the keying pulse are present, any noise 
pulses which occur during the video 
portion of the picture will not be able 
to trigger the agc tube. 

Special Keyed AGC 

Figure 7, the RCA KCS 66, is an 
example of a type of keyed agc which 
bears explanation. There are, in ad- 
dition to the standard features pre- 
viously outlined, some noteworthy ad- 
ditions. The reasons for this are that 
modern rf circuits do not have the 
same dynamic characteristics as video 
if amplifier stages. By this, we mean 
that the rf amplifiers have different 
grid bias sensitivity characteristics than 
if amplifiers. Generally, it is desired 
that in weak signal areas very little or 
no bias be applied to rf stages. 

The above requirements are met by 
the use of separate agc lines for the rf 
and the if. This usually takes the 
shape of a tap on the if agc bleeder 
resistor. In addition, a manual con- 
trol is usually inserted to delay the 
application of agc voltage until the rf 
signal reaches a pre -determined am- 
plitude. 

In the RCA KCS66, the keying pulse 
is fed to the 6CB6 plate by means of 
C16. The plate return resistors are R15 
and RÌ6. The screen is returned to 
+265V through R17. The cathode 
is on a voltage divider between ground 
and + 145V consisting of R18 and R19. 
The grid gets both its signal voltage 
from the top of the resistor R20 in the 
cathode of the sync separator, and its 
-20V bias from the difference in dc 
voltage between the voltage across 
R18 and R20. Since the dc drop across 
the cathode resistance (R20) of the 
sync separator can be controlled by its 
grid bias, the control R21 in the grid 
circuit can act as the agc delay control. 
This is accomplished by varying R21 
which is part of a voltage divider net- 
work. The voltage at the agc cathode 
is stabilized by C17, a 10 µf condenser. 
C18 and R22 act as a filter for any 
noise pulses which might be present 
on the sync pulse. 

When the sync pulse and the gating 
pulse arrive, the tube conducts through 
R15 and R16 to ground. The rf am- 
plifier bias is developed across the 
filter R23, R24, C19, C20, and C21. 
Shunting this filter is a diode, the 
cathode of which is grounded and the 
plate return of which goes to +145V 
through R25. The diode itself is part 
of a voltage divider circuit with a 
slight positive voltage at the diode 
plate with respect to ground. This 
voltage bucks the negative voltage of 
the previously developed bias and re- 
sults in a reduction of the net bias 
voltage applied to the rf amplifier. 
Diode conduction prevents the rf grids 
from going positive. The if voltage 
which does not have a bucking voltage 
is applied in full to the grids of the if 
amplifiers. 

While the keyed agc system has 
many advantages, it has one major 
draw -back for the' serviceman in that 

the horizontal system must be operat- 
ing properly if the agc is to be effective. 
It can easily be seen that if the hori- 
zontal system goes out of order, the 
tube will be gated improperly. When 
this takes place, the sync pulse is not 
present at the grid; the voltage de- 
veloped on the filters will trickle off 
and the bias voltage will become less 
negative. This will result in the if 
amplifiers being over -driven. This in 
turn will cause clipping of the sync 
pulses which in turn will further mess 
up the operation of the horizontal cir- 
cuits. The final result is a vicious cycle 
with all circuit functions deteriorating 
to a point where the screen becomes a 
nightmare. 

Servicing Keyed AGC System 

The first step in servicing a set 
which has keyed agc is to be prepared 
with a 3 volt dry cell battery. Disable 
the agc by removing the keying tube. 
Connect the battery to the agc line. 
This should result in the restoration 
of the picture. This picture may not 
be in sync. If it is out of both hori- 
zontal and vertical sync, look for your 
trouble prior to the point where the 
two syncs are separated. This could be 
in the sync separator, the video ampli- 
fier, the video detector, and the if or 
rf stages. If only the horizontal is out 
of sync, check the horizontal oscillator 
or horizontal afc circuits. If both syncs 
are operating, the most likely source 
of trouble is in the horizontal output 
stages. Either the horizontal output 
tube is weak, or the pulse divider net- 
work is defective. 

In any work on keyed agc systems, 
both the oscilloscope and the VTVM 
are indispensible. If the scope is cali- 
brated, so much the better. Use the 
scope to check the peak to peak volt- 
age of the keying pulse. It should be 
within 10% of the voltage called for 
in the manufacturer's specifications. If 
it isn't, look to the divider for a fault; 
either shorted turns in the transformer 
type of divider or leakage in the 
capacitive divider. Check the condi- 
tion of the horizontal output tube 
and measure the resistance of the out- 
put transformer for shorted turns. 

If the pulse voltage is of the proper 
amplitude, check the peak -to -peak 
voltage of the composite signal. If 
these measurements show less than the 
required amounts, the sync pulse is 
not driving the keyer sufficiently to 
develop enough bias voltage. With the 
VTVM on the agc line, switch from a 
strong station to a weak one. If the 
agc voltage does not change very much, 
it indicates that the defect is in the 
age system. 
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SMELLO-VISION 
A NEW DEVELOPMENT 

by OSCAR FISCH 
Chief Engineer, Lirpa Loof' Products 

This new electronic marvel is de- 
signed to bring to you the true 
odors present in many TV programs 

THOUSANDS of servicemen have 
recently attended "color courses" 

under the auspices of various manufac- 
turers. Almost without exception these 
servicemen, the author included, were 
awed by the technical ingenuity achieved 
by engineers in working out this new 
realism. When one stops to consider 
that all of the innovations involved had 
to be worked out within the 6 me band- 
width which had previously been set up 
by the FCC for monochrome transmis- 
sion, the feat becomes even more amaz- 
ing. Yet this is only the beginning. To 
use a colloquialism, "we ain't seen 
nuthin' yet." 

If the term "Smello-Vision" were 
used, as it has been, we would all be 
inclined to think of the user as a 

"comedian" trying to be funny. Yet at 

Odor 
Burst 

Color 
--Burst 

Ey+EQ+EI+EQ 

Fig. I-Location of odor burst signal 
on front porch of the blanking pulse. 

this very moment, research is being 
conducted in the laboratories of some 
of our leading manufacturers to make 
TV reception even more realistic by the 
addition of "odors" to the signal. It is 
the purpose of this article to outline 
briefly the work which has been ac- 

complished along these lines thus far. 

ODOR 
ABSORBERS 

Ey 

CARRIER 
OSC. 

ODOR 
BURST 

GENERATOR 

ODOR 
MATRIX 

90° 
PHASE 
SHIFT 

ADDER 

E0 -- ODOR 
AMPLIFIER 

ODOR 
MODULATOR 

Fig. 2-Block diagram of a portion of an experimental transmitter used for 
developing the odor signal (E0) modulation. 

The present color signal utilizes the 
principle of interleaving and also that 
of quadrature transmission in order to 
work three separate signals (Ey, Eq, and 
Ei) in the framework of the 6 me band 
previously used to carry only the mono- 
chrome signal and its associated sound. 
The color carrier handles two of these 
by these signals, while the old video 
carrier is modulated by the third (Ey). 
Obviously a fourth signal could be in- 
troduced by applying the quadrature 
principle to the video carrier also, i.e., 
this fourth signal or the "odor" signal 
uses the same frequency as the video 
carrier but is transmitted 90° out of 
phase with the Ey signal. In the same 
way that a color burst signal is now lo- 
cated on the back porch of the horizon- 
tal blanking pulse for the purpose of 
providing a reference signal to be used 
in the synchronous color detectors, an 

[Continued on page 59] 
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A HIGH GAIN, 

ALLBAND, VHF -UHF 

ANTENNA 

by HAROLD HARRIS 
Vice -President, Channel Master Corp. 

and HARRY GREENBERG 
Chief Engineer, Channel Master Corp. 

BY THE end of 1953, 234 vhf sta- 
tions were operating in this coun- 

try. This meant that the single channel 
vhf area had virtually disappeared and 
that the rapid decline of the single chan- 
nel Yagi had been heralded. 

Dr. Yuen T. Lo, of the Channel 
Master Antenna Development Labora- 
tory anticipated this condition more 
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Fig. I (top)-Current distribution, 1/2 - 

wave dipole. (Bottom)-Polar dia- 
gram. See explanation in text. 

than two years ago and launched a ma- 
jor development effort toward the cre- 
ation of a more efficient type of all - 
channel vhf antenna. 

After carefully reviewing all exist- 
ing broad band antenna types, and ana- 
lyzing their limitations, Dr. Lo based 
his research project upon a new and 
entirely original theory and in doing 
so, developed a basically new dipole 
system. This new dipole system is 
known as the "Tripole." 

The Problem-and How It Was 
Solved 

The basic probem in broad band 
antenna design is to achieve a way of 

High Band Current 

Fig. 3-Reversing phase, center pole. 

utilizing the full length of a low band 
dipole on high band operation. A half - 
wave dipole has a current distribution 
as shown in Fig. la, and a horizontal 
polar diagram as shown in Fig. lb. 
The size of a half -wave dipole varies 
inversely with frequency, while the 
voltage that a dipole intercepts is di- 
rectly proportional to its length. Since 
the frequency ratio of the middle of 
the low band is approximately 3:1 with 
respect to the middle of the high band, 
a high band dipole is only 1/3 the 
length of a low band dipole. There- 
fore, it will pick up only about one- 
third the energy. 

If we attempt to use a low band 
dipole for receiving high band signals, 
a current distribution will result as 
shown in Fig. 2a, and a horizontal polar 
pattern as shown in Fig. 2b. 

o 
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Fig. 4-Current in the tripole system. 

Under these conditions, the low band 
dipole can be considered to be three 
half -wave high band dipoles tied to- 

gether. However, the middle dipole is 
180 degrees out -of -phase with the two 
outside dipoles. If we could get the 
three dipoles to act in -phase a theo- 
retical gain of 3.2 db would result. It 
must also be remembered that for low 
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Fig. 2-Patterns for low -band dipole. 
Top shows current distribution. Bottom 
is polar diagram. Compare with Fig. I . 

band operation, these three high -band 
dipoles must function as a single half - 
wave dipole. 

Dr. Lo, in his early experiments, hit 
upon the idea of reversing the phase 
of the center dipole during high band 
operation. See Fig. 3. We can readily 
see that, since dipoles "A" and "D" 
are in approximately the same point of 
space, they will cancel one another so 
that high band operation is achieved 
only through the use of dipole "B" and 

[Continued on page 60] 
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Snyder "4D" Indoor Antenna 
The "4D" is a compact indoor 

antenna for VHF and UHF in 
metropolitan areas. The "4D" is 
designed with an independent op- 
erating halo element and center 
phasing disc, both affording maxi- 
mum orientation. Constructed in the 
base is the exclusive Snyder 6 -po- 
sition electronic beam selector 
switch. Catalog and advertising ma- 
terial on the "4D" may be obtained 
by writing to Snyder Manufacturing 
Company, Philadelphia 40, Pa. 

New Type Econ-Ohm Resistors 
Econ-Ohm resistors are individu- 

ally wound on non -hygroscopic 
ceramic cores to which are attached 
tinned copper leads in such a way 
that stresses put on them in any 
way will not injure the resistance 
wire. 

For more detailed information 
write to-TRU-OHM PRODUCTS, 
Division of Model Engineering & 
Mfg., Inc. General Sales Offices - 
2800 N. Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago 
18, Illinois. 

Fuse Tells Whole Story 
The Eagle "O.K." Glass Plug 

Fuse manufactured by Eagle Elec- 
tric Mfg. Co., Inc., Long Island 
City 1, N. Y. has a magnifying 
glass center through which one can 
easily see the word "O.K." When 
there is an overload or short, part 
of the "O.K." vanishes. It positively 
indicates a blown fuse when the 
entire "O.K." vanishes. The "O.K." 
fuse is constructed to expel the 
gases caused by a blow. 

Taco UHF Yagi Incorporates 
Unique Assembly 

A new concept in UHF antenna 
design is announced by Technical 
Appliance Corporation, Sherburne, 
N. Y., manufacturers of Taco an- 
tennas and accessories. Incorporat- 
ing welding techniques used in pro- 
duction of antennas for the mili- 
tary and aviation industry, Taco's 
UHF Yagis have a Rigi -Channel 
frame to which aluminum driven 
and parasitic elements are welded. 

New Leak Amplifier and 

Remote Control Unit 
The new Leak TL/10 Amplifier - 

Pre -Amplifier combination with 
master remote control unit features 
record -equalizing adjustments and 
tape recorder jacks (input and out- 
put) built onto the front panel. 
Model TL/10 uses a new ultra- 
linear 10 watt circuit with KT -61 
output tubes in push-pull. For fur- 
ther data write to Dept LP -2, Brit- 
ish Industries Corp., 164 Duane St., 
N. Y. 13. 

Walsco "Clean-O-Matic" 
Exclusive patent rights were s, - 

cured recently by the Walsco Elec- 
tronics Corporation, Los Angeles, 
for the "Clean-O-Matic" which fits 
all standard coil tuners, cleans and 
protects all contacts, except the one 
in use. 

The "Clean-O-Matic" is individu- 
ally boxed, complete with instruc- 
tions, and includes a small tube of 
Walsco "Tunerlub" and a crocus 
cloth for cleaning highly oxidized 
contacts. 

"501" Series of Mikes 
The new "501" series of the 

America Microphone Co., Pasa- 
dena 1, Calif., includes dynamic and 
carbon hand-held microphones for 
all communications needs: mobile, 
police, ship -to -shore, and aircraft 
communication, as well as amateur 
radio, paging, and inter -communi- 
cations systems. The "501" series 
microphone weighs only ten ounces 
exclusive of cable and plug. For 
further information, write the 
manufacturer. 

Twisted Tab Mounted Controls 

Clarostat's Series 47 Twisted Tab 
Control eliminates the usual bush- 
ing, lockwasher and nut. The unit 
is mounted by inserting the tabs 
through slots in panel or chassis, 
and twisting them to secure the 
control in place. Electrically, the 
control is the same as the Clarostat 
Series 47, 15/16" dia. units. For 
more information write for drawing 
number 251914. (Clarostat Mfg. Co., 
Inc., Dover, N. H.) 

New Tuf -Guy Ten Spot 

Guy wire in a flat handi-pack 
called TUF -GUY TEN SPOT is spot - 
marked every 10' for easy measuring. 
A 7" circle on the top of the box is 
perforated for easy lifting. The wire 
is unwound from the center. For de- 
tails write to the Fenton Company, 
15 Moore Street, New York 4, N. Y. 

Hickock UHF -VHF 

Marker Generator 
Hickock Model 690 covers fre- 

quencies from 4.25 to over 225 me on 
fundamentals with a 0.25 volt RF 
output and provides dual markers 
with any TV sweep generator. Un- 
usual accuracy is assured by a Non - 
Parallax device. Other features make 
for accurate and easy use. For de- 
tails, write to The Hickock Electri- 
cal Instrument Co., 10533 Dupont 
Ave., Cleveland 8, Ohio. 

$;í, 
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SERVICE MAN'S DREAM 
. the most compact TV set ever made! 

CROSLEY SUPER -V IS 

DRAMATICALLY 

DIFFERENT INSIDE 

Here's one set that is designed 
with the TV service man in mind. 
Removing the back of the Super -V 
plainly exposes all secondary con- 
trols and every tube in the set. 
And as you know, 9 out of 10 
service calls merely require the 
change of a tube. 

For any other service job, it's 
as simple as opening the hood of 
your car, no chassis to pull, just 
slide the entire .Super -V cabinet 
up off the chassis. More repairs 
can be made in the home. You 
can get at the works immediately 
and without obstruction, service 
the Super -V in lots less time than 
you'd spend on an ordinary set. 

The Super -V is a cinch to install. 
It's compact, weighs only 53 
pounds. And in many places, 
you'll find its built-in antenna is 
all you need for perfect reception. 
Service men who've seen the 
Super -V call it the greatest for- 
ward step ever taken in TV 
chassis design. 

(Yet easily accessible) 

r 

A triumph of Crosley's 
33 years' electronic research 

CROSL 
TAKES UP TO 1/3 LESS SPACE THAN OTHER 17" 

TVs-FITS WHERE OTHER SETS WON'T 

FRONT ALL SCREEN-CONTROLS ON THE SIDE 

CHOICE OF THREE FINISHES (MAHOGANY, 
WALNUT, BLOND) 

FULL-YEAR WARRANTY ON PICTURE TUBE -90 DAYS 

ON CHASSIS PARTS 

ROLLING OFF CROSLEY PRODUCTION LINE 

IN VOLUME-PRICED FOR PROFIT AND ACTION NOW! 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE SUPER -V 
CALL YOUR CROSLEY DISTRIBUTOR NOW! 

E Y 

Suggested retail prices start at 

$1 
(Walnut -finished) 

9 5 
coast to coast 

You can SELL them better on a CROSLEY 
. rirz.,, 
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Convenient to Buy . r . Convenient to Use .. 
LYNN if feítiçSolderless Terminals 

by 
\® ..:.. J \( 
Clgeo Vari -Board Display 

The clean, modern way to apply terminals 
to wire 
No soldering necessary 
Choice of all popular numbers in handy 
$ Paks 
Plastic service kit contains crimping tool 
and complete selection of terminals for 
on-the-job use 

3 Ways to Buy Supplies of 11Refills" 

New $ Pak with life New "100" Pak con- "250" Pak contains 
size terminal illus- tains 100 terminals 250 terminals per V 51R tration for easy per box at quantity box at volume lot Display identification lot prices prices 

Look for Ille Convenient Lynn Lightning Display on 'Thin /ohber's Counter 

,..6/44rahrg -_ 
fglgElRff TlIIIMIIeIf .n LP 

rev 

VACO PRODUCTS COMPAN Y317 E. Ontario St. 
Chicago 11, Illinois In Canada: Vaco -Lynn Products Co.,ltd 

Service n! 

COIL and CONTACT 
SWITCH ASSEMBLIES 
Save Time-Cut Costs! 

* Coil assembly includes coil 
and field piece. Contact as- 
sembly consists of switch 
blades, armature, return spring 
and mounting bracket. Stand- 
ard and Midget contact as- 
semblies in either S.P.D.T. or 
D.P.D.T. are interchange- 
able and can be used with any 
of 13 coils described below. 

CONTACT SWITCH ASSEMBLIES 
CAT. NO. TYPE COMBINATION 
200-1 Standard 8 amps Single Pole Double Throw 
200-2 Standard 8 amps Double Pole Double Throw 
200-3 Standard Contact Switch Parts Kit with complete assembly and wiring details 
200-4 Standard 12.5 amps Double Pole Double Throw 
200-5 Standard 8 amps Four Pole Double Throw 
200-M1 Midget 8 amps Single Pole Double Throw 
200-M2 Midget 8 amps Double Pole Double Throw 
200-M3 Midget Contact Switch Parts Kit with complete assembly and wiring details. 

13 COILS ASSEMBLIES 
A.C.COILS* D.C. COILS CAT. NO. VOLTS 

200-6A 6 A.C. 
200-12A 12 A.C. 
200-24A 24 A.C. 
200-115A 115 A.C. 

CAT. NO. 
200-6 D 
200-12D 
200-24 D 
200-32D 
200-110D 
200-5000D for current type *All A. C. coils available In 25 and 60 cycles 

VOLTS 
6 D.C. 

12 D.C. 
24 D.C. 
32 D.C. 

110 D.C. 

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC 
1606-D W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS 
A COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING THE RADIO INDUSTRY 

P. A. 
[from page 47] 

the backbone of good public address and 
large-scale amplification as these ele- 
ments assume proportions sufficient to 
stamp them as a major industry within 
an already major industry. 

Consider for a moment the use of 
sound in schools. Aside from the sys- 
tems ordinarily found in the assem- 
blies, you will discover that sound is 
required in gymnasiums, athletic fields, 
playgrounds, portable systems in buses, 
(used in class field trips) etc. Progres- 
sive administrations in the educational 
field stress the importance in many ways 
of not only visual education but, through 
the use of sound projectors, devote a 
good deal of time to educational facilities 
combining both visual and audio media. 

The use of sound is then carried a 
step further and, in this day and age, 
plays a very important role in the rec- 
reational facilities and activities of the 
modern institution. The sound system 
has become an absolute necessity in the 
proper presentation of almost any ath- 
letic contest or social event held under 
the auspicies of the school. And whether 
an elaborate, complex, and relatively 
costly system is available or, a fairly 
simple and rather inexpensive system 
is used, you can be quite sure that there 
will be some form of Public Address or 
outdoor amplification in evidence. 

Need for Quality Sound 

Speaking of recreation and recrea- 
tional facilities combined with sound, 
did you ever notice how the huge amuse- 
ment park with its scenic railway, merry- 
go-round, food stands, noisy crowds, 
barkers, etc. becomes one large, well - 
organized and controlled playground 
when it enjoys the advantages of a good 
public address system? The atmosphere - 
creating continuous background music 
played through a fine speaker system 
complete with paging facilities, avail- 
able through the use of a voice -operated 
relay, make the chaos and general con- 
fusion so much a part of such a situa- 
tion, seem minor and quite coincidental. 

When the poor -quality and tinny - 
sounding horns have been replaced with 
good equipment and announcements 
can be made as simply as possible with 
practically no loss of time, the efficiency 
and overall improvement in any amuse- 
ment park area is practically unbeliev- 
able. This type installation, however, 
must be done right and the emphasis 
should, above all, be placed upon 
quality sound and, consequently, calls 
for, and demands, the attention of ex- 
perienced sound and radio men. 

The churches of this country repre- 
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sent another very important source of 

activity with regard to outdoor ampli- 
fication and public address require- 
ments. A large number of churches are 
investing in bell tower systems, per- 
manently installed public address sys- 

tems inside the church, and, at least 
one portable system to be used in vari- 
ous church functions of a social nature 
or set up and used in Sunday school- 
rooms. Their systems range, of course, 
from very elaborate multi -controlled 
installations to the fairly small, hardly 
more than adequate microphone, am- 
plifier, one speaker outfit usually intend- 
ed to cover the congregation located in 
the extreme rear of the church. 

The large installations, however, are 
usually capable of covering a gathering 
of a few hundred people and in addi- 
tion, make some sort of provision for the 
hard of hearing by incorporating into 
the system a hearing -aid section specific- 
ally set aside for that purpose. 

We might mention, in keeping with 
the discussion on church public address 
requirements, the increasing popularity 
of church bell tower systems. These are, 
of course, admirably suited to the de- 
mands of a small community church 
operating within a rather limited 
budget, but, which, at the same time, 
would like to have some sort of a caril- 
lon, chimes, or bell effect available at 
certain times. 

The set-up consists of one horn sus- 
pended in an upside-down position 
simulating an authentic bell very ad- 
mirably and usually mounted in a light 
metal but durable six to eight foot 
tower. It is fed from a record player 
contained in a rack along with the neces- 
sary amplifier, pre -amplifier, and timing 
apparatus. The system can, of course, be 
operated manually but a time switch is 

most commonly set and regulated so 
that the system will automatically go 
into operation at the desired times. 
These systems, too, can get extremely 
complex or elaborate and very definitely 
demand the attention and consideration 
of a man well -versed in the field and 
completely confident of what he is do- 
ing. Needless to say, however, it should 
be very obvious to all and sundry how 
very easily the experienced radio service 
and repair man could handle a job of 
this nature. 

One important consideration that 
must be ever before the radio man who 
intends to make the move into the out- 
door amplification field is the fact that, 
just the way that people are constantly 
looking . for something better in every- 
thing else these days, so, too, is the 
emphasis upon quality sound. No long- 
er is it possible to hook up a mike to an 
amplifier and a battery, push it through 
a speaker and call ít a public address 

system, expecting people to believe it. 
In this day of binaural, stereophonic, 
omni-dimensional sound, people listen, 
analyze, and reject what they don't like. 

Today, more than ever before, the 
public demands quality, and there's no 
reason why they shouldn't get it. Every 
day sees the development of some de- 
vice which advances the cause of sound. 
Who should be more aware than the 
man in the sound field that today there 
is little or no excuse for poor sound. Ra- 
dio men naturally have a fuller under- 
standing and a much greater apprecia- 
tion of what can be done with the 
medium which is their livelihood, and, 

because of that greater understanding, 
are more obligated than anyone else to 
see that the thing is done properly. 

So, there's no doubt about it any 
longer, the time has come for the man 
in the industry to definitely get with the 
trend. Stop ignoring the fact that the 
chance to progress is really here. All it 
needs is the added push it will get from 
your taking an active part in its ulti- 
mate development. Cash in on this 
golden opportunity. Look around you. 
Make the break into the large-scale am- 
plification field. Compared to almost 
any other field it is sound both in name 
and nature. 

VTVM, 
Model 655 

ACCURATE MEASUREMENT OF 

COMPLEX WAVESHAPES 

READS PEAK -TO -PEAK 

VOLTAGES DIRECTLY 

SINE WAVE 

EMS or Peok-To-Peok... 
Uteful and Necessary-Reed 
Directly with Model 655 

PEAKED SAWTOOTH WAVE 

TV Nari,onrai Signal... 

Peok-ToPeok Reod,ng Re- 

quired-Rosily Done Directly 
with the Model 655. 

PULSE WAVE 

TV norlmnici Deflection... 
6e._k. fo -Peck Meosurementt 
Needed -. Read It Directly 

on the Scole-., Mode! 655. 

COMPOSITE VIDEO WAVE 

..co Ampff elin- 
Peck Meo raremen'r A V 

To It C,Ire.Y, V T The 

Model 655. 

Quickly... Accurately 

DO -ALL Model 655.. 
... gives a true reading meas- 

urement of complex and si- 

nusoidal voltages with neces- 

sary peak -to -peak or RMS 

value read directly, for the 

analysis of waveforms in 

video, sync and deflection cir- 

cuits. 

Service as the manufacturers 

say-the peak -to -peak way. 

The combination of this P. to 

P. meter and service notes to 

match, take the guesswork out 

of service and speed up your 

service operation. 

ONLY $5950 
Versatility of measurement, 

built into each Model 655, 

serves a variety of industrial 
applications in the service of 
vibrator power supplies, AC 

generators and all equipment 

utilizing any type of wave- 

form or DC. 

Match the Model 655 with any 

peak -to -peak VTVM-You will 
find that comparable perform- 

ance can only be found in 

much higher priced instru- 

ments. 

Comes complete with new 

"RCP SOLDERLESS TEST 

LEADS" for operation on 105 

to 125 V AC. 

FOR TELEVISION SERVICE AND INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE 

PEAK -TO -PEAK AC measurements of horn .2 Vfo 4200V on 7 ranges. 

AC RMS measurements of .1 V to 1500 V on 7 ranges. 

DC measurements of from .02 V to 1500 V on 7 ranges. 

RESISTANCE measurements of from .2 ohms to 1000 Megohms on 

7 ranges. 

See Your Local Parts Distributor or Write For RCP Catalog SD4. 

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 
152 WEST 25th STREET NEW YORK 1, N. Y. 
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SERVICE TECHNICIANS: 

FOR YOUR SWOP; 

1 

THE COMPLETE 

PHOTO FACT 
SERVICE DATA LIBRARY 

(world's best TV-Radio service data) 

in this one handy 
file cabinet 

YOURS FOR ONLY 

I. If you now own some Sets 

of PHOTOFACT Folders, you 
can COMPLETE your present 
library this EASY -PAY -WAY 

2. If you've never used PHOTO - 

FACT, you've never realized 
your full earning power. Put 
this file cabinet with its 220 
Sets of PHOTOFACT Folders to 
work ... starting right NOW! 

YES, ONLY $25 DOWN PUTS 

THE COMPLETE PHOTOFACT 

LIBRARY IN YOUR SHOP ... 
COVERS OVER 17,000 

TV, RADIO, RECORD 

CHANGER, RECORDER 

AND AMPLIFIER 

MODELS 

PHOTOFACT 

FOLDERS 

SEE YOUR PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 

TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS 

HOWARD W. SAMS a CO., INC. 
INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA 

TRADE FLASHES 
[front page 7] 

DuMont says that a number of ex- 
travagant claims were made when 
color television was first introduced to 
the trade in January at the Chicago 
Furniture Show. DuMont at that show 
took the stand that it would not manu- 
facture color receivers for sale to the 
public until a larger size color tube was 
available, until the prices were com- 
mercially practicable, and until a true 
color set was ready, and not merely a 

laboratory experiment hiding behind 
the name of "Color Television Receiv- 
er." 

Officials of Technical Appliance Cor- 
poration, Sherburne, N.Y., manufactur- 
ers of Taco high -gain television and 
radio antennas, announce full produc- 
tion schedules at the present time. Fac- 
tors contributing to the ever-increasing 
shipment of Taco products are listed by 
officials as the tremendous acceptance of 
the new Trapper antenna, the growing 
demand for other Taco high -gain VHF 
designs, and the growing popularity of 
the UHF Grid Yagi. 

Creation of a "Seal of Approval" for 
television dealers and servicemen who 
make good quality UHF conversion in- 
stallations was announced today by 
Station WRTV on Channel 58, metro- 
politan New York's first UHF outlet 
and the north Jersey coast area's first 
television station. 

Harold C. Burke, vice-president in 
charge of operations for WRTV, said 
the station will issue store window de- 
cals, counter cards, and advertise both 
in newspapers and over the air the 
names of dealers and servicemen who 
receive the "Seal of Approval", as a 
means of directly supporting those in- 
stallers whose work meets specifications 
which the station believes necessary to 
properly receive WRTV. 

The Board of Directors of the Radio - 
Electronics -Television Manufacturers As- 
sociation and the two Committees of 
the Board, the Radio -Television Indus- 
try Committee and the Electronics In- 
dustry Committee is taking steps to fa- 
cilitate the elimination of radiation by 
some TV sets, to urge Congress to ex- 
empt color TV sets from the excise tax, 
and to support a proposed research pro- 
gram in educational television. 

The 1954 Electronic Parts Show at 
the Conrad Hilton Hotel here May 
17th -20th has been planned to provide 
the maximum time for distributors to 
see the 397 booths and displays of 277 
exhibitors, as well as to meet with their 
suppliers' key personnel. Advance regis- 

Neu' crud Popular 

71Ìkxi#' 
PRODUCTS 

COMPLETELY 
INSULATED 
Alligator Clip 
New No. 62 In- 
sulator. Covers 
Mueller 60 Se- 
ries Alligator 
Clips. 

NEEDLE CLIP 

Pierces insolatinn- 
makes quick con- 
tact anywhere along 
insulated wire. No. 
511C. 

WEE -PEE -WEE 
CLIP 

A small slim -nosed clip 
for miniaturized cir- 
cuits. Phosphor bronze. 
No. 88. 

STAND 
OFF 
INSULA- 
TOR 
The most 
versatile! 
Urlps masts. 
guy wires or 
gutters. 
No. 135. 

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLES & CATALOG 1905 

%fir-_- 
1605 E. 31st St., Cleveland 14, O. 

Save time . avoid mistakes . in finding 
the values of stock N750 and NPO type ceramic 
capacitors to connect in parallel to equal a 
capacitor of desired intermediate temperature 
coefficient of the required capacitance. Just slide 
this handy, pocket-size rule to the proper values 
and you'll come up with the right answer quick 
as a wink every time. On back are complete 
color codes on all types of ceramic capacitors. 
Ask your Sprague Distributor for one, or write 
to Sprague Products Co. 71 Marshall Street, 
North Adams, Mass. It's only 15c. 

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Distributors' Division of the Sprague Electric Co. 

NORTH ADAMS, MASS. 

MOVING? 
When you change your address please notify 

our circulation department as soon as possible. 
This is to your advantage, since it takes ap- 
proximately 5 weeks to have your stencil 
changed and duplicate copies cannot be sent. 
Be sure to give your old as well as your new 
address. 

RADIO-TV SERVICE DEALER 
67 West 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. 
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tration of distributors, which this year 
has reached record proportions, plus a 

system of confirmed appointments be- 

tween distributors and suppliers give 

promise of a well -attended and mutually 
beneficial Show, Show President Harry 
A. Ehle, of International Resistance 
Co.. Philadelphia, said. 

A Conference Coordinating Commit- 
tee has been established by all six 

trade associations within the Electron- 

ics Industry. The Committee was or- 

ganized for the purpose of coordinating 
regional conferences run by sales rep- 

resentatives and to eliminate duplica- 
tion of time, effort, and expense. 

The Committee designated RUSS 

DIETHERT of Chicago, Illinois, national 
president of "THE REPRESENTATIVES" 

as its chairman, and S. L. BARAF of 

United Transformer Corporation of New 

York City as its co-chairman. 

A free 90 day labor service and parts 
exchange privilege is the new service 
policy announced by Berlant Associates 
of Los Angeles, manufacturers of Con- 
certone high fidelity tape recorders. 

Elliot March, Sales Manager for TV 
Products, Springfield Gardens, New 
York, manufacturers of the TESCON 
antennas recently returned from a sales 
trip to the Mid -West. Mr. March ac- 
companied a shipment of two trailer 
loads of "Big Joe" antennas sent to the 
Cameron Company, Rock Island, Illi- 
nois, who are the exclusive TESCON 
distributor in the Rock Island area. 

A color television training school is 

being held here for 30 Admiral field 
engineers and distributor service engi- 
neers, Max Schinke, national service 
manager, has announced. Students are 
being taught the theory and funda- 
mentals of color television, also how 
to install and service receivers. 

\lore than 500 radio, television and 
electronics technicians from Texas and 
Louisiana recently attended the First 
Annual Sterling Spring Parts Show, 
sponsored by Sterling Radio Products 
Company of Houston and Beaumont. 
The show, first of its kind by any radio - 
television parts distributor in this area, 
featured displays and exhibits of over 
50 manufacturers. Also on the program 
were speakers from Radio Corporation 
of America, the General Electric Com- 
pany, Hickok Electronics Company, 
Sprague Electric Company and two local 
television station executives. 

200 service dealers and their main- 
tenance men turned out recently for an 
ß;11S & Television Accessory House 
sponsored forum in Providence, R. I., to 
welcome Station WNET, Channel 16, 
to the UHF airways. 

ANSWER MAN [from page 16] 

cerning the antenna and can rashv 
be exchanged or taken to the shop for 
service. 

In answer to your question about 
selenium rectifiers in a TV receiver in- 
dicating that the set employs a series 

filament circuit: it can be definitely 
stated that this is no indication. TV re- 
ceivers may use selenium rectifiers and 
still have a small transformer to pro- 
vide filament voltage for the tubes in 
a parallel arrangement. 

SMELLO-VISION 
¡Um') page j_'j 

"odor burst" signal is injected at the 
front porch. See Fig. 1. 

If we designate the odor signal as 
Eo,2 it can be seen that in the overall 
picture, another afc section must be 
added to feed the additional synchro- 
nous detectors which are required for 
the Ey and the Eo signals. 

All that remains to be done now is 
to convert odors at the studio to varying 
odor voltages which can modulate the 
video carrier at the transmitter and then 
reconvert the modulation envelope to 

Cau 

"BIG JOE" all chan el VHF antenna 

Bi -10 single bay: B1-20 stocked 

UHF Ultra CorTeen,, Model 706 

(Evadable stacked os Model 706.21 

Model UV -3 Triple -rie cross -over filler 

corresponding odors at the receiver. This 
task is not as insurmountable as it may 
seem at first glance. Present research is 

proceeding along the following lines. At 
the transmitter is a series of selective 
odor absorbers, each one capable of ab- 
sorbing its own characteristic odor. 
These absorbers are of chemical rather 
than electronic nature. The electrical 
resistance of the absorber varies in step 
with the amount of odor absorbed. Plac- 
ing this absorber in a circuit would then 
produce a varying current which in 

TECII ... 
wite 

OUTSTANDING 
PERFORMANCE 

by 
TESCON'S unique and exclusive engineering .. 
rugged construction, spectacular reception, easy 
"snap -in" assembly, split-second installation, 
strongest signal ... features that make these the 
most outstanding antenna values at any price! 
Regardless of the antenna requirement, there is 

e TESCON model available that will do the per- 
fect job, with the highest gain. Leaders in the 
TESCON line are the "BIG JOE"-the first antenna 
to cover all VHF channels with tremendous db 
gain - cnd the Ultra Cor-Tenna - one of the 
most powerful UHF corner reflector antennas 
known with a gain of up to 14.8db! 

Write TESCON today for 
literature on the complete line of antennas 
and mounts for UHF, VHF and UHF -VHF_ 

TV PRODUCTS COMPANY 
SPRINGFIELD G.FIDENS 13. NEW YORK 
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WfoTV 

operate 2 TV sets from 
1 antenna at same time 

(VHF -UHF) 

WITH BasT 
IN 

SIGNAL STRENGTH 

IIIRLDOM Electronic 

TV DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 

Install 
anywhere indoors. 

Booster effect improves 
picture quality in "fringe" 
as well as metropolitan 
areas. 

Reduces existing noise 
and "snow" conditions. 

When used with single 
UHF Converter, converts 
TWO sets to UHF. 

Broad band width. 
(Ideal for color telecasts.) 

Save cost and installa- 
tion of second antenna. 

Easily installed. 

It will PAY you to get the - 

whole story . . . Write to 

wALDOm 
ELECTRONICS INC. 

909D Larrabee St., Chicago 10, III. 

turn is used to produce the Eo modu- 
lating signal. 

At the receiving end, after demodula- 
tion, the Eo signal is passed through a 
series of heating elements, where the 
varying current produces varying 
amounts of heat. The heat is then ap- 
plied to a set of chemicals each of which 
gives off its own characteristic odor. 
The nature of the odor would depend 
on which particular chemical is heated 
and the intensity of the odor would of 
course depend on the amount of heat 
supplied. 

At the present time, work is being 
done with five different and distinct 
odors. A matrixing system is used at 
both the transmitter and the receiver for 
the purpose of combing the odor sig- 
nals at the transmitter and recovering 
the individual odor signals at the re- 
ceiver output. A simplified block dia- 
gram of the overall system is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

The next installment in this series 
will appear on April 1st, 1955. 

'Remember Serutan. 
2Eo stands for odor voltage. 

ALL -BAND ANTENNA 
[from page 53] 

"C." Low band operation remains com- 
pletely unimpaired. 

However, this approach produced 
only two half -wave dipoles on the high 
band and, therefore, the next step was 
to tie another high band half -wave di- 
pole to these same feed points. Fig. 4 
shows the current distribution that re- 
sults from this tri -pole system. 

Adding all the currents together, 
dipoles "A" and "D" cancel each other 
out and dipoles "B," "C" and "E" are 
in -phase. This new system still func- 
tioned as a half -wave dipole on the low 
band and at the same time achieved 
in -phase operation of the three sections 
on the high band. A better impedance 
match was obtained by using folded 
dipoles throughout the system. Fur- 
thermore, special quarter -wave trans- 
former lines were designed in order to 
produce a 300 ohm impedance for 
high band operation. 

In order to eliminate the rear lobe 
a screen reflector is used. The maxi- 
mum potential gain of a straight bar 
reflector is approximately 3 db, and 
this can be achieved only for a very 
narrow band of frequencies. Therefore, 
a straight bar reflector could not func- 
tion efficiently on both the high and 
low bands. A screen type reflector, how- 
ever, is not frequently sensitive and has 
an optimum gain of approximately 7 db. 

The size of the screen reflector was 
designed large enough to give efficient 

CUT CALL BACKS 
Install 1000 Volt Capacitors 

at No Extra Cost 

RMC DISCAPS . a 

The Ceramic Capacitors 
TV Manufacturers Depend On 
With RMC's expanded DISCAP line you 
can install 1000 V.D.C.W. ceramic capacitors 
at the same price as ordinary units. 
DISCAPS provide added insurance against 
call backs and is your best protection of 
service profits. 
RMC DISCAPS are supplied in handy, re- 
usable molded plastic boxes. Contents and 
ratings are determined at a glance. 
Ask your jobber for RMC DISCAPS . 

approved and used by leading manufac- 
turers. 

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION 
Factories at Chicago, III. and Attica, Ind. 

For the naine of your nearest RMC jobber contact: 

JOBBERS SALES COMPANY 
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS FOR RMC DISCAPS 

No BROADWAY PATaSON I, NEW JERSEY 

ONLY NEW TV DYNATRACER 
TRACES TV SIGNALS 
AND VOLTAGES 
LOCATES DEFECTIVE 
COMPONENTS 
REQUIRES NO 
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 

This sensationally new piece of test equipment is ideal for trouble -shoot- ing, television sets in the home or in .the shop. The "DYNATRACER" will out -perform more expensive testers 
and should pay for itself on the very first repair. 
A Must for Every TV Technician 
SPECIFICATIONS: The "DYNA- TRACI/R" io a self -powered quality test instrument designed to trace 
TV signals threugh any Video. sound, 
Sync. AFC. Horizontal or Vertical 
Sweep Circuit-will isolate trouble 
to a stage or component. 

ADDED FEATURE: The "DYNATRACER" will also L'ace voltages (50/500 V. AC/DC, and instantly lo- 
cate open. shorted. intermittent or leaks, (un to 20 
MEGOHMS) condensers, resistors. coils, )(Forme,. etc. 

Instruction and Trouble -Shooting Book Enclosed 
10 DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

Cpt out advertisement . attach name end arlri-ess 
th $5.00 1,111, check or money order and mail to 

ELECTRONICS CO. 

211-04 '19th Ave., Dept. 404, Queens Village, N. Y. 

1954-a 

CRIPPLED CHILDREN 

National Society for Crip- 
pled Children and Adults, 
Incorporated. 11 South 
La Salle Street, Chicago 3, 
Illinois. 
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C -D's 
new Cub 

outlasts other 
molded tubulars 

in humidity tests! 

Government humidity tests show 
C -D's to be 8 to 6 times better! 
A better all-around tubular de- 
signed specifically for radio and 
TV service replacement needs! 
Compare its new sleek looks! 

-- and be sure to ask about the 
new "Cub -Kit". 

This time try C -D's NEW CUB! For 
your nearest C -D distributor see 
the Yellow Pages of your Telephone 
Directory. Write for catalog to Dept. 
RS44 Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corpo- 
ration, South Plainfield, New Jersey. 

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE 

CORNELL- 
DUBILIER 
CAPACITORS 

There are more 
C -D capacitors in 
use today than any 
other make. 

PLANTS IN SO. PLAINFIELD. N.J.: NEW NEDFORD. WORCESTER 

AND CAMBRIDGE. MASS.: PROVIDENCE AND HOPE VALLEY. 

R. I, INDIANAPOLIS. IND.: DANFORD AND FDODAT SPRINGS. 

N. C. SU BGIOIART: RADIANT CORP.. CLEVELAND. OHIO 

reflection at the low band. This meant 
than its size was more than adequate for 
the high band. 

Realizing the importance of preas- 
sembly in television antennas, this an- 
tenna was designed so that it could be 
folded in manufacture and opened up 
for installation in a few seconds. Gain 
figures and typical horizontal polar pat- 
terns for this antenna in the single, two 
bay, and four bay versions are shown 
in Fig. 5. The high band efficiency of 
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Fig. 5 (top)-Gain figures, new an- 
tenna in single, 2 -bay, and 4 -bay ver- 
sions. (Bottom)-Horizontal polar pat- 
terns for the wide -band antenna. 

this antenna stands out particularly in 
the two bay version which has gains in 
excess of 11 db across the entire band. 

UHF Operation 

Although this antenna was not de- 
signed for uhf operation, it is inter- 
esting to note that since it has been 
released, many are in use in areas where 
uhf is also received. Reports from the 
field indicate that this antenna gives 
excellent uhf reception in many instal- 
lations. 

Fig. 6-Horizontal patterns on UHF. 

Typical horizontal polar patterns on 
the uhf band are shown in Fig. 6. It 
can be seen that although there are 
many different lobes, good uhf per- 
formance can be achieved by orienting 
the antenna so that the signal is re- 
ceived by one of the stronger lobes. 

Gains of up to 12 db can result at 
most uhf frequencies by careful orien- 
tation. In installations where a rotator 
is used this presents no particular prob- 
lem. 

a bear for punishment 

`'`Dd d 

C -D does it again 

with its new Cub 
Outperforms any other 

molded tubular 

* A better -looking tubular with 

* A better humidity seal. 

Get more for your money by in- 
sisting on C -D's new "CUB -KIT". 

For your nearest C -D authorized 
jobber see the Yellow Pages of 
your Classified Phone Book. Write 
for Catalog for Dept. RS44A 
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corpora- 
tion, South Plainfield, New Jersey 

CONSISTENTLY DEPENDABLE 

CORNELL- 
DUBILIER 
CAPACITORS 

There are more 
C -D capacitors in 
use today thanany 
other make. . 

PLANTS IN SO. PLAINFIELD. N.J.: NEW SEDFORD. WONCENTSH 

AND CAHSRIOGE, MASS.: PROVIDENCE AND HOPE VALLEY. 

N. I.: INDIANAPOLIS. IND: SANFORD AND FUOUAY SUMS, 
N. C. NIIENIDIAHT: RADIANT CORP.. CLEVELAND. OHIO 
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i.lzrari 
BUSINESS 

WEEK Us. News 
Worid Rcport 

l 
OVER 

24,914,906* 
have heard about 

ANACONDA 
"FOAM -LINE" 

WI Ptt 
&IStNFSS 

THE 

UHF -VHF 
Line for 

"all -channel, 
all-weather 
reception" 

i em! 
They're waiting to Buy! 
Advertisements in these leading national 
publications are making consumers 
aware of the need for ANACONDA 
"FOAM -LINE" ... has all the fine fea- 
tures you want, PLUS the CONSUMER 
DEMAND. 'Compiled multiple figures 

Write for samples and complete descrip- 
tive literature . . . 

SOLD THROUGH JOBBERS ONLY .. 

"National distributors and warehouse 
for ANACONDA densheafh television 

and radio wires and cables" 

WIRE & SUPPLY CO. 
2850 Irving Park Road Chicago 18, III. 

Q. 

TV INSTRUMENT 
CLINIC 

[from page 12] 

Can a do scope be used to check 
the waveform and modulation from 
a signal generator? 

A. Yes. Fig. 3 shows the waveform and 
modulation characteristic of a sig- 

nal generator when the frequency 
is sufficiently low to be applied di- 

rectly to the vertical amplifier of 
the scope. At higher frequencies, a 

demodulator probe must be used; 
a typical modulation envelope is 

shown in Fig. 4, obtained by use 
of a crystal demodulator probe. 

Q. If the output from the signal gen- 
erator has a true sine waveform, 
will this be apparent when a test 
is made with a demodulator probe 
and a do scope? 

A. A demodulator probe, such as shown 
in Fig. 5, introduces no distortion 
into the pattern. The result of test- 
ing the output from a generator 
with reasonably good sine -wave 
modulation is shown in Fig. 6. 

Why is it that tests of TV signals 
made in weak -signal areas are not 
very useful? 

A. The difficulty in observing wave - 
shapes and measuring peak -to -peak 
voltage values in weak -signal areas 

is caused by the large random noise 
voltages which are present, as 
shown in Fig. 7. It is better prac- 
tice to make use of generator signals 
rather than station signals to check 
circuits in fringe areas. 

Q. 

TV COLORIMETRY 
[front page 26] 

nous energy of each of the three pri- 
maries by the same factor. 

3. The eye -brain combination can be 
thought to be made up of blue, red, 
and green receptors. Color information 
to the brain is effected by means of 
these receptors singly for red, green or 
blue, or in combination for other colors. 

4. The primary illuminative or 
"additive" colors are red, green and 
blue. Their combined effects produce 
white. 

5. The primary pigment or "sub- 
tractive" colors are yellow, cyan (blue- 
green) and magenta (blue -red). Their 
combined effects produce black. 

6. The basic characteristics or attri- 
butes by which white or colored light 
may be identified are hue (color) 

I JUST WANT THE FACTS -"SANDY" 
NOTHING PAYS OFF Ille THE FACTS 

PERMO'S CATALOGS, 
REPLACEMENT GUIDES AND SALES AIDS 

NAVE ALWAYS BEEN LOADED WITH FACTS 

NOW! eK adddeo,t 

PERMO 
PHONO NEEDLES 

WILL BE LISTED IN 

SAMS' PHOTOFACTS 

PERMO, INC. 
CHICAGO 26 

FASTER 

EASIER 

more 
PROFITABLE 

operation 

GET INTO THE 
MASTER HABIT: 

_ 

RADIO'S 

MASTER 
NEW! 1954 

EDITION " 
1370 pages 
Over 85,000 items 

^o Over 8,000 illus. 
Completely indexed 

$1.95 at your parts distributor.ublisher's,price Sß.50 

' 
Have complete access to the many thousands 

of products vital to your daily sales and service 
operations. In the customer's home, across the 
counter or on the bench, you'll value the Master's 
thoroughly complete descriptions, specs, illustrations 
and prices . . all systematically organized in 
18 big sections for instant reference. Increase your 
sales sell directly from the Master. Facilitate 
your stock problem . use the Master for ¡iffy 
comparison of all electronic products. The Master 
is the only Official Buying Guide for the TV -Radio - 
Electronics industry. It contains unabridged catalog 
data direct from the manufacturers. For buying and 
selling - the Master gives you all the needed facts 
in a single volume. 
Over 100,000 in active daily u e. Get into the Master 
habit. Order your copy today! 

Just few of the products 
Included: Tubes - Test 
Equipment - Tools - Trans- 
formers - Capacitors - 
Resistors - Relays - Coils - Attennas - Recording & 
PA Systems - Hardware - 
Transmitters - Receivers - 
Kits - Wire - Cable 
and thousands of allied 
products! 

Eliminate 
Incomplete 

Small 
Catalogs and 
Loose 
Literature 

UNITED CATALOG PUB.. INC. 
110 LAFAYETTE ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 
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UNBELIEVABLE - 
90% DISCOUNT! 

BRAND NEW GUARANTEED 
TUBES AT UP TO 90% OFF 

0Y4 
1B4 
1B5 

106 
1G6GT/G 
1J6GT/G 
1T4 
2A6 
2A7 
2X23A4/ß79 

LIST 
$4.80 

4.05 
3.35 

3.355 
2.70 
3.35 
2.10 
2.65 
2.75 

2 

YOUR COST 
480 
420 
420 

420 
350 
350 
400 
261/20 
31e 
790 
35e 

3B7 9 420 
3D6 7 400 
3S4 2.00 370 
3V4 2.00 290 
5W4GT 1.65 280 
6A4 7 420 
6AQ5 2.00 420 
6B8G 3.35 370 
6B060 4.80 1.20 
6C5GT/G 1.65 250 
6F5GT/G 1.70 250 
6J5GT 1.50 200 
636 2.50 460 
6L7G 3.30 370 

6SLIGT 
2.45 300 

12A6 1 390 
12A8GT 2.20 320 
12BF6 8 370 
1235GT 1.55 19e 
12007 2.30 41e 

12Z32 
7GT 2.30 

2.60 26 
14A5 3.90 47e 
19T8 2.90 406 
25L6GT 1.70 19e 
32L7GT 7 270 
38 
35C5 

2.30 
2.00 330 

76 1.70 320 
77 2.15 290 

These are all brand new tubes, guaranteed or money 
back. Most are boxed; however, many are bulk 
packed as they were purchased from manufacturers . 

as line end material, etc. All brands are repre- 
sented although no speriflc brand may he requested. 
We do limit all orders to 25 or more tubes. We 
ship all orders express charges collect. Include cash 
remtttauee for order only. 

ESSE RADIO COMPANY 
42 West South St., Indianapolis 25, Indiana 

always BETTER WIRE . . . 

now BETTER FACILITIES, too 

SILVERLINE 
TV WIRE 

coated for extra 
low -loss and weather 
resistant qualities. 

BROWNLINE 
TV WIRE 

for excellent 
reception of TV signal. 

UHF AND FLAT 
300 ohm -all sizes 

ROTOR WIRE - FLAT and 
Write for Price Schedule 

and Sample Display Cards 

CA LC O Manufacturing 
Company 

Dept. SD, Oakland Ave. & Penn. R.R. 
Washington, Pa. 

ROUND 

brightness (intensity), and saturation 
(purity). 

7. A color chart which is used to 

identify a color as to its hue and satu- 
ration is the CIE chromaticity diagram 
which has been adopted as its standard 
by the NTSC. 

8. The percentage of red, green and 
blue signals that make up a "reference" 
white signal is: 59% green, 30% red, 
1 1 % blue. 

9. Physiological limitations of the 
human eye -brain combination whereby 
it is unable to distinguish color detail 
as well as brightness detail dictates that 
large color areas require three -color 
transmission; smaller areas require two- 
color transmission; and very small areas 
require only black and white trans- 
mission. 

KEY TEST POINTS 
[from page 34] 

peak voltage fed to the next stage would 
be increased, driving the next stage in- 

correctly. 

Picture Pulling 
If the sync pulses are not being 

clipped properly in the sync clipper or 
separator and amplifier stages, blanking 
and video information will pass through 
these stages, when it should be blocked. 
This will cause the sides of the picture 
to be modulated either in the middle or 
at the top and bottom depending upon 
the picture information being televised. 

There is usually one stage in the sync 
section, the separator stage, that uses 
low plate voltage. In this stage most of 
the sync clipping is performed and it is 

important that the plate voltage be just 
about correct. An increase in the plate 
voltage will permit the video informa- 
tion to pass through and cause modula- 
tion of the picture sides. A decrease in 
plate voltage will cause the sync pulses 
to be of insufficient amplitude. 

Therefore, if the picture is pulled, 
determine if the trouble is being caused 
in the i -f and video amplifier stages or 
the sync clipper stage as previously dis- 
cussed. If the pulling is occuring in the 
sync stages, particularly check the plate 
voltage on the clipper stages. 

Integrating Networks 
The integrating network can be signal 

traced with an output meter. In each 
section of the network a reduction in 
voltage will be experienced, as the out- 
put meter is moved in the circuits to- 
wards the vertical oscillator circuit. The 
integrating network can also be signal 
traced using a dc meter. DC voltages 
will be present at the various points 
along the integrating network if the 
vertical pulses are present. 

It no corese- , 
J 

Take the jack-of-all-trades - Type PRS 

"Dandees." Exceptional choice of voltages, 
capacities, combinations, means the right 
fit for any electrolytic replacement need. 

Higher voltage listings, together with 85' 
C rating, meet the extra -severe -service 
conditions in today's radio and TV sets. 

For stay -put jobs that spell lasting profits 
for you: it's no contest -Aerovox is BEST. 

GET THE FACTS! 

Ask your Aerovox distributor 
for these handy 
"Dandees." Ask for latest 
catalog -or write us. 

AEROVOX CORPORAT/ON' 
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

See your Aerovox distributor! 
In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Ont. j 
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be% 
**NEWS** 

EAVE MOUNT Model EM -48 

One piece construction of heavy -gauge 
embossed steel, hot -dip galvanized to 
prevent corrosion. Unique design of lower 

bracket gives extra strength and rigidity. 
Extended lip supports mast during in- 
stallation. 48" spread permits generous 
spacing between brackets for excellent 
mechanical mast support. Both 3" em- 
bossed steel upper bracket and lower 
bracket have new "reversed" U bolt 
and clamp feature for Spintite fastening. 

Also available with 60" spread: EM -60 

Write for Catalog 

In Canada: A.T.R. Armstrong Ltd., Toronto 

SOUTH RIVER METAL 
PRODUCTS CO., INC. 

SOUTH RIVER, N. J. 

PIONEER AND OUTSTANDING PRODUCER 
OF FINEST LINE OF ANTENNA MOUNTS 

per HERE IS LATE INFORMATION IN A 
HANDY FORM FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION 
REPAIRMEN, SERVICEMEN AND STUDENTS 

2 VOLS.s6 C pAY ONLYSI MO. 

Al'I)ELS T.V.-RADIO 
SERVICE LIBRAItY- 
Highly Endorsed -1001 
Facts-Over 1552 Pages- 
t125 Illustrations, Diagrams 
of l'arto. Presents Impor- 
tant Subjects of Modern 
Radio, Television, Indus- 
trial Electronics, F.M., Pub- 
lic Address Systems, Auto, 
Marine & Aircraft Radio, 
Phonograph lick -Ups, etc. 

IT PAYS TO KNOW! 
The Basic Principles- 
Construction-Installation - Operation - Repairs - 
Trouble Shooting. Shows 
How to get Sharp, Clear 
T.V. Pictures. Install Aeri- 
als-flow to Test. Explains 
Color Systems, Methods of 
Conversion, Terms, etc. In- 
cludes Ultra high Fre- 
quency (U.IT.F.I - Valu- 
able for Quick Ready Ref- 

erence & Hon e Study. Tells How to Solve T.V. 
& Radio Troubles-Answers Your Questions. 

Get this Information for Yourself. 
7 DAY TEST-ASK TO SEE IT1 

MAIL ORDER 
A U DEL, Publishers, 49 W. 23 St., N.Y. 10, N.Y 
Mail AUDELS T. V. RADIO SERVICE LIBRARY 2 Vols. $6 on 7 
days free trial. II O. N. I will remit S1 in 7 days and $1 monthly 
until $6 is paid. Otherwise I will return them. 

Name 

Address 

Occupation_ 

rmnloved by 
SD 

Advertising 
Index 

Acme Electric Corp 16 

Aerovox Corporation 63 

Audel Publishers 64 

Belden Manufacturing Co 23 

Bussmann Manufacturing Co 15 

Calco Manufacturing Co 63 

Century Electronics Co 60 
Channel Master Corp 2 

Chicago Standard Transf. Corp 26 
Columbia Wire & Supply Co 62 

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp 61 

Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Co 55 

Esse Radio Company 63 

General Instrument & App. Corp 4 
Guardian Elec. Mfg. Co 56 

Illinois Condenser Co 18 

Jackson Electrical Instr. Co 
Jensen Industries, Inc 

Littelfuse, Inc 

8 

64 

17 

Mueller Electric Company 58 

Ohmite Manufacturing Co 14 

Oxford Electric Corp 64 

Permo, Inc 62 

Philco Corporation 10 

Precision Apparatus Co., Inc. Cover 3 

Pyramid Electric Company I 

Radiart Corporation 9 

Radio City Products Co., Inc 57 

Radio Materials Corp 60 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co 19 

RCA Batteries Cover 4 

RCA Institutes, Inc 27 

Rider, John F. Publisher 45 

Sams, Howard W. & Co 58 

Sangamo Electric Company 30 

Snyder Manufacturing Co. Cover 2 

South River Metal Prods. Co. 64 

Sprague Products Co 58 

Standard Coil Products Co., Inc 35 

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc 49 

Telrex, Inc 31 

Tung -Sol Electric, Inc 6, 7 

TV Products Company 59 

United Catalog Publishers 62 

University Loudspeakers, Inc 46 

Vaco Products Co 56 

Waldom Electronics 60 

Walsco Electronics Corp. 13 

Preferred for 
Original Equipment 

Proven for 
Replacement 

X 
,I 

Q 
R 
O Speakers 

Available from leading jobbers! 

OXFORD ELECTRIC CORP. 
3911 5. Michigan Ave., Chicago 15, III. 

EXPORT: ROBURN AGENCIES, N.Y.C., N.Y. 

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., ltd., Toronto 
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WITH THE 

PRECISION .ES -540A 
HIGH SENSITIVITY - WIDE RANGE 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE 
PUSH-PULL VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIERS 
20 MV PER INCH "V" SENSITIVITY - 150 MY PER INCH "H" SENSITIVITY 

Series SP -5 - OSCILLOSCOPE TEST PROBE SET 
FOR TV SIGNAL TRACING, AIIGNMEN", 

TROUBLE SHOOTING AND WAVEFORM ANALYSIS 

* Specifically engineered for use with PRE-ISION C3thoce Ray 
Oscilloscopes, Series ES -500 and ES -50íJ+.. 

* Includes four of the most important es probes for g-Bneral 
purpose, as w all as specialized use: 

I. HIGH IMPEDANCE-LOW CAPACITY PRO 3E 
2. SIGNAL TRACING-CRYSTAL PFFBE 
3. RESISTIVE-ISOLATING PROBE 
4. SHIELDED-DIRECT PROBE 

* Each probe is specifically engineered fo: efficient applation 
to the special est problems requiring it; Lam. 

* Distinctively colored heads and indi-iC_ al labeling permit 
positive identi ication of each probe. *A single. universal, coaxial cable aconmodates ach probe 
through a quirk -change, self -shielding co2riector. * A specially -designed. shielded plug previ yes for positive cable 
attachment to the ES -500 and ES -500A -Ter-ical inptl pos s. * Each probe h sad terminates in a pat ant[ d clip -on tip which 
frees both bards of the operator. 

TV AM FM TV AM FM 

See ke ES -500A Oscilloscope and the 
Series SP -5 Test Praise Set at leading 
Radio Parts Q Equipment Distributors. 

SERIES ES -500-A affords the ultimate in performance, visibility 
and operational flexibility at moderate cost. PRECISION 
engineers have incorporated every necessary feature which 
they found to be required to meet the needs of the rapidly 
advancing art of electronics, A.M., F.M., and TV. 

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT FEATURES 
* Push -Pull Vertical Amplifier - High Sensitivity, Wide Range, Voltage 

Regulated. 20 millivolts (.02v.) per inch deflection sensitivity. 10 cycles 
to 1 MC. response. 2 megohms input resistance, Approx. 22 mmf. input 
capacity. 

* Compensated Vertical Input Step Attenuator-Xl, X10, X100. 
* Direct Peak to Peak Voltage Checks thru use of internal, semi -square 

wave, regulated voltage calibrator. 
* Vertical Phase -Reversing Switch. Non -frequency discriminating. 
* Push -Pull, Extended Range, Horizontal Amplifier -150 Millivolts (.15 v.) 

per inch deflection sensitivity. 10 cycles to 1 MC response at full gain. 
t/2 megohm, approx. 20 mmf. input. 

* Linear Multi -Vibrator Sweep Circuit -10 cycles to 30 KC. 
* Amplitude Controlled, Four Way Synch. Selection: Internal Positive, 

Internal Negative, External and Line. 
* "Z" Axis Modulation input facility for blanking, timing, etc. 
* Internal, Phasable 60 cycle Beam Blanking for elimination of alignment 

retrace; clean display of synch. pulses, etc. 
* Sweep Phasing Control for sinusoidal line sweep usage. 
* Direct Horizontal and Vertical Plate Connections. 
* High Intensity CR Patterns through use of adequate high voltage 

power supply with separate 2X2 rectifier. 
* The Circuit and Tube Complement: 6C4 "V" cathode follower. 6CB6 

"V" amplifier. 6C4 "V" inverter. Push -Pull 6)6's "V" driver. 7147 "H" 
amplifier and inverter. Push -Pull 6AU6's "H" driver. 7N7 Multi - 
vibrator, linear sweep oscillator. 5Y3 low voltage rectifier. 2X2 high 
potential rectifier. VR -150 regulator. 5CP1/A CR Tube. 

* Four -Way, Lab -Type Input Terminals-Take banana plugs, phone tips, 
bare wire or spade lugs. Matches SP -5 Probe Set cable connector. 

* Light Shield and cross -ruled Mask, removable and rotatable. 
* Extra Heavy -Duty Construction and components. 
* Heavy Gauge. Etched -Anodized, No -Glare, Aluminum Panel. 
* Fully Licensed under Western Electric Co. patents. 

Selee4. $$-5004,' In louvered, black -ripple, heavy gauge steel 
case. Size 81/4" x 141/2" x 18". Complete with light shield, calibrating 
mask and comprehensive instruction manual .............._...._....NET PRICE $173.70 

Se e4 SP -5, in custom -designed, vinyl -plastic, carrying 
case, complete with four probe heads, universal coaxial cable, 
and detailed operating instructions. NET PRICE $23.50 

PRECISION APPARATUS COMPANY,.#'ANC. 
42-27 HCRACE HARDING BLVD. ELMHURST, L. I., N. Y. 

EXPORT DIVISION: 458 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY U.S.A. CABLES-MORHANEX 
ANADIAI SALES DIVISION: ATLAS RADIO CORP. LTD., 360 KING ST. W. TORONTO 28, ONTARIO 
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"RCA sure took the `mystery' out 
of selling radio batteries" 

says MRS. ANNA MAE WATTS of the Melody Shop, 
205 N. Ervay Street, Dallas, Texas 

Battery Selling Help was what 
Mrs. Watts needed when she began to 
concentrate on selling RCA Radio Bat- 
teries. "Finger-tip selling control is 
what I like about RCA Batteries," 
Mrs. Watts reports, "the handy RCA 
Fact -Finder saves lots of time. What's 
more, RCA prints the competitive num- 
bers their types replace right on the 
side of the battery carton itself." 

Yuo, TOO, can get the useful selling 
aids which took the "mystery" 

out of radio batteries for our Texas 
friend, Mrs. Watts. Just phone your 
RCA Battery Distributor today. Have 
him show you how the RCA Battery 
shelf strips simplify inventory con- 
trol. Ask him about the RCA list 
price card which helps customers sell 
themselves. Get the facts about the 
extremely popular RCA Battery Re- 
peat Business Stamp and Pad which 
is offered to dealers and service tech- 

nicians with their RCA Battery pur- 
chases. Stamp your store name and 
address in imprint space on side of 
RCA battery carton, to help build 
repeat business. 

When you hear all the profit oppor- 
tunities ZCA Batteries offer, you'll - 

want a good stock to sell at your 
store. For complete details ask your 
RCA Distributor salesman for a copy 
of the useful new radio battery mer- 
chandising booklet, "The 1954 RCA 
Battery Sales Planner." 

Here's how RCA helps you sell more Radio Batteries 

NATIONAL TV and RADIO 
ADVERTISING 

POWERFUL SALES 
PROMOTION 

COMPLETE LINE GREATEST RADIO TRADE 
NAME IN RADIO DISTRIBUTION 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
RADIO BATTERIES HARRISON, M. J. 
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